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Executive Summary 

Purpose People in the United States commonly do business by telephone and have 
come to expect prompt access to telephone assistom and timely resolution 
of their questions. Yet, as GAO has reported for several years, for millions 
of taxpayers, calling the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for answers to their 
questions has become an increasingly frustrating task as more and more 
calls have gone unanswered. GAO examined IRS’ telephone assistance 
program to (1) determine the extent and nature of the accessibility 
problem, (2) compare IRS’ practices with those of other organizations that 
provide telephone assistance to identify ways IRS might improve access 
with existing staff resources, and (3) identify the reasons IRS has been 
unable to answer more calls. 

Background Taxpayers often need assistance in understanding tax laws, preparing 
returns, finding the proper tax form, and checking on refunds due them. 
To help them, IRS operates a telephone assistance program. According to 
IFS, its call sites have more contact with taxpayers than any other IRS 
function. In fiscal year 1994, IRS telephone assisters answered about 
36 million calls. This report does not deal with Tele-Tax, an automated 
service that provides tax information on a recording and answered about 
34 million calls. Ins’ Customer Service Vision for providing taxpayer 
service in the year 2001 depends on increased use of the telephone and 
anticipates that no taxpayer who calls IRS will get a busy signal. Successful 
IRS telephone assistance operations are critical to the achievement of IRS’ 

customer service goals. 

Results in Brief Many taxpayers who seek help through IRS’ telephone assistance program 
are not getting it. Even with increased productivity, IRS has not kept pace 
with the significant growth in the number of calls received over fiscal 
years 1989-1994. IRS assistors answered about the same number of calls 
each year (about 36 million) even though the staff available to answer calls 
declined. IFS answered about one out of two calls in fiscal year 1989 but 
only one out of four calls in fiscal year 1994. 

IRS has improved its telephone assistance program, particularly its 
capability to route calls among call sites and provide assistors with 
taxpayers’ account information. However, IRS’ telephone management 
practices, including the ability to apply modern information technology, 
have not kept up with those commonly used to enhance call answering by 
the five organizations GAO contacted-the Social Security Administration 
(SSA) and four private sector companies. 
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It is unlikely that IRS could answer all taxpayers’ calls with current staff 
and technology resources. However, GAO believes IRS could apply 
additional management practices used by other organizations to answer 
more calls with existing resources. 

IRS does not use several of the practices the other organizations GAO 

contacted commonly used, and some of those IRS does use are not as 
rigorous or advanced as the practices these organizations employed. For 
example, in fiscal year 1995, for the Iirst time, IRS is providing all taxpayers 
access to telephone assistors for a total of 10 hours a day. In contrast, SSA 

offers access to assistors 12 hours a day, and all of the companies GAO 

contacted routinely provide access to a customer service representative 24 
hours a day. 

IRS has fallen behind the other telephone assistance programs in some 
areas primarily because IRS' senior management has not aggressively and 
consistently pursued the implementation of commonly used practices. In 
part, these attempts failed because IRS did not have a strategy for working 
with the National Treasury Employees Union (NTEU), which represents 
most IRS telephone assistance employees, to implement systemwide 
operating practices and standards. 

IRS and NTIXJ have recently reached an agreement to work together to 
implement IRS’ future Customer Service Vision. GAO believes IRS could use 
this framework now to put in place telephone assistance program 
practices used by others to optimize the number of taxpayers’ calls it can 
answer. 

IRS has a model for the type of aggressive management attention GAO 

believes is necessary. IRS created the model in its successful effort to 
improve the accuracy of the answers it provides to taxpayers’ tax law 
questions. IRS could use this model as the basis for identifying and applying 
appropriate telephone management practices to increase the number of 
taxpayers’ calls m.s answers. 

Principal Findings 

Taxpayers Find It Over fiscal years 1989-1994, the percentage of taxpayers’ calls that IRS' 

Increasingly Difficult to assistors answered ranged from 50 percent in fiscal year 1989 to 
Reach IRS Assistors 23 percent in f=cal year 1994. With the exception of fiscal year 199 1, the 
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percentage of calls answered decreased each year. Taxpayers call IRS for 
assistance more during the tax filing season than at other times during the 
year. However, they had difficulty reaching IRS assistors regardless of the 
time of year. For example, the percentage of calls answered during various 
periods of fiscal year 1994 were: 39 percent during October-December, 
2 1 percent during the January-April tax filing season, and 21 percent 
during May-September. 

Because a taxpayer may immediately redial when a call is not answered, 
IRS measures accessibility by estimating the number of taxpayers seeking 
help rather than counting the number of calls received. According to IFS’ 

estimates, about 80 percent of the taxpayers who called in fiscal year 1989 
were assisted. The percentage was considerably lower in fiscal year 1994, 
when only 54 percent were assisted. 

IRS Does Not Use Some SSA and the private sector companies GAO contacted used a variety of 
Management Practices management practices to enhance customers’ access to their telephone 
Commonly Used by Other representatives. They had established specific program goals designed to 

Organizations That Provide result in employees answering as many calls as possible. To work toward 

Telephone Assistance meeting these goals, they used systemwide operating standards, such as a 
standard number of hours for their representatives to be on the telephone, 
and standard performance measures, and they offered extended hours of 
service. 

Officials of the private companies GAO contacted said that these practices 
were very important in managing a successful telephone assistance 
program and have helped to improve service to their customers. First, they 
said that establishing program goals helped to ensure good quality service 
and provided an incentive to answer more calls. Second, officials said that 
standard performance measures were a key to providing consistency 
among sites, both in terms of following procedures and reporting, and in 
routing calls. Finally, they said that standard call site hours of operation 
and access beyond the normal work day provided service on a consistent 
and convenient basis for customers. 

IRS does not use some of the management practices commonly used by the 
other organizations GAO contacted. In those cases where IRS did use a 
practice similar to those GAO found in other organizations, the practice was 
not applied with the same emphasis on customers’ needs. For example, IRS 

has had specific goals for answering more calls for the past 2 years, but 
these goals are based on the resources IRS has available, not on taxpayers’ 
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demand for service. In addition, IRS has not determined how long its 
assistors should be on the telephone during a work period and has not 
established or enforced uniform methods for measuring and reporting call 
site performance. The lack of such standards makes it difficult for IRS’ 

National Office to measure and compare call site operations, a 
fundamental requirement for effective systemwide management. 

SSA and the private sector companies GAO contacted also used technology 
to make their telephone operations more accessible to callers. Today’s 
telecommunications equipment gives these organizations the capability to 
provide longer hours and easier access to telephone representatives. SSA, 

for example, has linked its call sites together and from one location can 
quickly route calls to other locations. Of the private companies GAO 

contacted, three offered 24hour service; centrally monitored and managed 
their nationwide call traffic with real-time data; and, with some 
exceptions, had nationwide access to customer account information. 
Officials of these organizations said that their technology improvements 
were important in providing quality customer service and answering calls 
quickly. They also said that technology improvements were generally less 
expensive than hiring more staff. 

IRS recently completed two long-term efforts to improve its capability to 
route calls among call sites and provide telephone assistors greater access 
to taxpayer account information. These are important advances, although 
they still leave IRS behind the other organizations GAO contacted in some 
important respects. For example, although routing capability was 
improved, IRS still lacks the technology to centrally monitor all calls as 
they are received and to immediately route calls to anywhere within the 27 
call sites. IRS does not plan to have the technology to centrally monitor and 
manage its nationwide telephone system until fiscal year 1997. 

Management Action IRS is aware of the management practices used by the five organizations 
Needed to Answer More GAO contacted to increase their ability to answer calls, but exactly why IRS 

Calls and Lay Groundwork has not implemented such practices is unclear. Several factors may have 

for the Future contributed to this situation. The telephone assistance program has not 
previously been operated centrally. The transition to stronger central 
control, already underway in IRS, requires a cultural change to bring the 
program into a unified system, a difficult process for any organization. 

Also, some managers and call site supervisors-not senior managers-said 
there was a general concern that putting pressure on assistors to answer 
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more calls could jeopardize accuracy. The few attempts IRS made to 
institute such practices were not supported by some IRS field managers, 
and IRS’ senior management did not follow through to see that the 
practices were implemented. One of the concerns IRS field managers cited 
was how to deal with NTEU and whether that should be done locally or at 
the National Office level. GAO believes that IRS could use a recent 
agreement with NTEU as the framework for working with NTEU to 
implement the needed practices on a nationwide basis. 

IRS’ ability to answer calls with its assistors has also been constrained by 
funding limitations. Currently, IRS’ budget contains funds to answer only 
52 percent of the taxpayers who call. Clearly, additional funding would 
enable IRS to answer more calls. GAO believes that IRS could also answer 
more calls by taking aggressive actions to better manage its existing 
human and technology resources. 

Recommendations GAO recommends that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue direct the 
Chief, Taxpayer Services, in coordination with other appropriate IRS 
officials, to lead an aggressive effort to (1) identify and define the 
appropriate telephone assistance program operating practices for IRS that 

would allow it to optimize the number of calls it can answer within current 
budget constraints and (2) work with the leadership of NTEU to reach 
agreement on implementing these operating practices on a nationwide 
basis. Those practices should include, although not necessarily be limited 
to, the following: 

l challenging program goals for increasing the number of calls answered 
that are based, at least in part, on taxpayers’ needs; 

l standards for the amount of time assistors should be available to answer 
taxpayers’ calls; 

l hours of operation that offer taxpayers greater opportunity to reach IRS 

assistors; and 
l uniform reporting definitions for the number of calls answered and other 

performance measures. 

These and other recommendations appear on page 48. 

Agency Comments In a February 24,1995, memorandum, the Assistant Commissioner for 
Taxpayer Services provided comments on a draft of this report. GAO also 
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met twice with senior officials of IRS’ Taxpayer Services Division to 
discuss a draft of the report 

The Assistant Commissioner agreed that the GAO recommendations would 
help to improve IRS’ process, but she believes that IRS has already taken 
action to make changes consistent with industry best practices. The 
Assistant Commissioner recognized that IRS can make additional 
improvements to its processes, but she said that its Customer Service 
Vision is I& long-term plan for answering more taxpayers’ calls. 

GAO agrees that IRS has made progress in implementing industry best 
practices, but GAO believes IRS is still behind in implementing many 
practices commonly used by the organizations GAO contacted. GAO'S 

recommendations could help IRS answer more calls with existing 
resources in the short term and put IRS in a better position to implement its 
long-term Customer Service Vision. 

The Assistant Commissioner’s comments and GAO’S evaluation of these 
comments are discussed in chapter 4 of the report. The complete text of 
IRS’ comments is included in appendix I. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Taxpayers often need assistance in understanding tax laws, preparing 
returns, and getting adjustments made to their tax accounts. Historically, 
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has considered telephone assistance to 
be the most efficient method to help taxpayers. IRS has three toll-free 
telephone programs that taxpayers can use to seek assistance, deal with 
delinquent taxes, and obtain forms and publications1 Of these programs, 
Taxpayer Services has operated the largest one-the telephone assistance 
program-for almost three decades, According to IRS, the program is a 
principal means for promoting the public’s confidence in IRS and voluntary 
compliance with tax laws. However, in recent years, IRS has been 
increasingly unable to answer a8 of the calls it receives. 

IRS’ Taxpayer Service 
Telephone Assistance 

that arise in three basic areas-tax law, filing procedures, and account 
status. Tax law inquiries involve technical tax information related to 

Program specific laws and regulations. Procedural inquiries involve routine issues 
like where to file a tax return or how to get a particular form or 
publication. Account inquiries concern tax bills, notices, and other 
correspondence relating to a specific taxpayer. 

Assistors at 27 IRS call sites answer taxpayers’ calls year round.’ According 
to IRS officials, assistors at the caR sites have access to IRS’ 10 SWViCe 

center databases, which contain taxpayer account information. In fiscal 
year 1994, these call sites received almost 156 million calls. IRS also 
operates Tele-Tax, an automated system in which taxpayers can listen to 
selected topic tapes 24 hours a day and inquire about the status of their 
refunds Monday to Friday from 7100 am. to 11:30 p.m. In fiscal year 1994, 
Tele-Tax answered about 34 million calls. Organizationally, each call site is 
located within an IRS district office. Call sites manage their day-today 
operations, although they receive program direction from one of seven 
regional offices. The regional offices report directly to the National Office. 

The goal of the telephone assistance program is to provide consistently 
prompt and accurate service to taxpayers. According to IRS, consistently 
prompt service means that all taxpayers have the same opportunity to 
receive assistance and be connected to an assistor within a reasonable 

‘The toll-free telephone assistance program includes Tele-Tax, an automated setvice that provides 
basic tax information on a recording, but this report deals only with calls made to IRS’ assistors. Other 
IRS telephone services include the Automated Collection Service, which deals with both incoming and 
outgoing calls for taxpayer who owe delinquent taxes, and the Centralized Inventory Distribution 
Sites, which handles teIephone requests for tax forms. 

%‘hen we initiated our review, IRS had 32 call sites. Five sites were subsequently closed in 1994 
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period of tie, regardless of geographic location, day of week, or time of 
day. IRS is working to develop a specific standard for “reasonable period of 
time” as it acquires more modem equipment. According to IRS, accurate 
service means that taxpayers should receive complete, concise, and 
correct answers to their telephone inquiries. IRS off%zials said that these are 
continuing goals that do not change from year to year. 

In fiscal year 1994, IRS call sites had 5,786 technical employees assigned to 
its telephone assistance program during its peak staffing period. IRS 
reported that 3,450 were permanent assistors and 2,336 were part-time or 
seasonal assistors. Assistors are either taxpayer service representatives, 
who are entry-level employees and answer basic types of questions, or 
taxpayer service specialists, who are more experienced and answer more 
complex inquiries. In addition to responding to taxpayer inquiries while on 
the telephone, assistors have other responsibilities that take them off the 
telephone, such as researching answers to taxpayers’ questions, attending 
training, team building meetings, award ceremonies, blood drives, and 
union meetings. 

At the time of our review, each of the call sites uses one of eight different 
telephone systems to answer its incoming calls. IRS is replacing older 
systems at some of its call sites with new equipment. As of 
November 1994, IRS had installed new equipment at 19 sites. Among other 
things, the new equipment allows taxpayers to use menus to route calls to 
assistors, access Tele-Tax, and to remain in queue or on-hold if all 
assistors are busy, and to leave messages if they do not care to wait for an 
answer. According to IRS officials, these features will help to increase the 
number of calls that IRS can answer. Installing this equipment is part of IRS’ 
Customer Service Vision to improve service to taxpayers. 

IRS’ Customer Service Vision calls for consolidating its 3 telephone services 
and related service and compliance activities that now operate at 70 
locations into 23 customer service sites. The customer service sites are to 
provide one-stop service to taxpayers seeking answers to any tax-related 
question. IRS plans for the customer service sites to provide extended 
service hours and to eventually employ about 22,000 staff drawn from the 
3 existing telephone assistance programs and from other activities that do 
not now involve intensive telephone work. This would be about 7,000 
fewer staff than are currently handling all the work planned for 
consolidation. In an effort to smooth this transition, IRS and the National 
Treasury Employees Union (NTEU), which represents IRS’ nonmanagement 
employees, formed a partnership to share pertinent information and 
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ensure direct involvement of union representatives in decisions affecting 
Ins employees. 

Since 1987, we have issued several reports and testified several times on 
taxpayers’ problems with the accuracy of answers received from IRS’ 
assistors and the accessibility to IRS’ telephone assistance program. Our 
reports showed that IRS has made significant progress in improving the 
accuracy of the answers assistors provide to tax-law questions. For 
example, in 1989, we reported that IRS was providing taxpayers with 
accurate responses to their questions only 63 percent of the time. By 1993, 
following an aggressive IRS effort to improve, the accuracy of responses 
had increased to 89 percent due, in part, to the increased management 
emphasis. 

In contrast to the improvement in accuracy, taxpayers’ ability to reach (RS’ 
assistors has not improved over the years. For example, in our report on 
the 1990 tax fmng season, we said that taxpayers called IRS about 
51 million times and IRS answered about 17.4 million of those calls, a 
34 percent answer rate. We noted that IRS had answered about 58 percent 
of taxpayers’ calls during the 1989 tax filing season. IRS attributed the 
reduced accessibility for the 1990 tax filing season to funding cutbacks 
and a higher-than-expected demand for telephone service. As we 
continued to report on taxpayers’ ability to reach IRS’ assistors during 
ensuing filing seasons, the percentage of calls answered declined each 
year, reaching a low of 21 percent during the 1994 filing season. 

Objectives, Scope, 
and Methodology 

Because of the continuing decline in taxpayers’ ability to contact an IRS 
assistor, we reviewed IRS’ telephone assistance program to 

l determine the nature and extent of the accessibility problem, 
+ compare IRS’ practices with other organizations that provide telephone 

assistance to identify practices IRS might use to answer more calls with 
existing staff resources, and 

9 identify reasons why IRS has been unable to answer more taxpayers’ calls. 

To accomplish each of the objectives, we visited IRS’ National Office; the 
Central and Southeast Regions; and the Atlanta, Baltimore, Dallas, 
Indianapolis, Nashville, and Seattle District Office call sites. We 
judgmentally selected these locations to reflect the diverse operations at 
IRS’ call sites. Factors we considered when making our selection included 
accessibility rates, call volumes, staff hours, productivity rates, types of 
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equipment, and geographic locations, Each of the sites we visited had been 
named a Customer Service Site under IRS’ Customer Service Vision plan. 
IRS’ National Office officials agreed that the sites we selected and fiscal 
year 1993 data from the sites would generally reflect the operations of the 
Taxpayer Services telephone assistance program. 

To determine how Taxpayer Services uses its assistors and technology to 
answer calls, we interviewed officials from the Taxpayer Services, 
Research, and Technical Management Divisions; the Telephone Routing 
Interactive System Project Office; the Business Transition Office; and 
NTEU. We also met with IRS officials responsible for overseeing daily calI 
site operations, including call site managers, system analysts, and quality 
review analysts. We also obtained and reviewed pertinent IRS documents 
relating to accessibility trends, management procedures, and telephone 
equipment for the telephone assistance program. 

We sent questionnaires to Taxpayer Services Division Chiefs, who manage 
the call sites, at 31 of the 32 IRS toll-free call sites in operation at the time. 
(We excluded the fuerto Rico call site because it was considered 
international and had very few calls). Among other things, the 
questionnaires were used lo ascertain current call site hours of operation 
and types of assistor performance standards used. Appendix II contains 
the results of the questionnaires. 

At each of the six call sites we visited, we analyzed 2 weeks of data on 
operations during the period September 1992 through October 1993 to 
evaluate call site operations. During this time period, we identified and 
selected 2 separate weeks for each call site in which the call site used 
relatively the same number of staff hours but had variances in the number 
of calls it answered during those weeks, We collected numerous 
management information reports from each site’s call system, analyzing 
items such as the average time assistors were on the telephones and 
access rates by hour. 

In addition, we compared IRS with other organizations that rely heavily on 
the telephone as a means of providing service to their customers. 
Specifically, we interviewed officials at a credit card company, an airline 
company, a power company, an insurance company, and the Social 
Security Administration (%A). We also visited all of the organizations 
except the credit card company. We selected organizations well-known for 
providing customer service via telephone. Over-ah, our discussions with 
officials from these organizations focused on how they operated their 
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telephone assistance programs, both in managing their employees and in 
using their technology, to maximize accessibility. Specifically, we obtained 
information from each of these organizations about their overall 
management approach and objectives for their telephone assistance 
programs; the business environment in which they operated; and the goals, 
management practices, operating standards, and performance 
measurement techniques they used in managing their programs. 

To identify reasons IRS has been unable to answer more calls, we analyzed 
all the information we had collected for our first two objectives, giving 
particular attention to differences in the management approach taken by 
the organizations we visited and the environment in which they operated, 
as compared with IRS. We also reviewed earlier GAO and IRS studies and 
related material dealing with IRS’ efforts to improve the accuracy of its 
assistors’ answers to tax law questions and compared the management 
actions IRS took in dealing with that issue to actions it has taken to 
improve accessibility to the telephone assistance program. Finally, we 
discussed the issues identified in our analysis of all of this information 
with IRS and NTEU officials. 

The organizations we contacted have objectives similar to IRS for their 
telephone assistance programs, although the private sector companies 
operate in a different environment. The private sector companies use the 
telephone not only to provide service, but to make sales and earn revenue, 
which in turn provides them with an added incentive to maximize their 
programs. IRS also uses its telephone assistance program to provide 
service and collect revenue. Each year, IRS provides service to thousands 
of taxpayers by answering their tax law questions, but it also collects a 
great deal of revenue in connection with taxpayer calls about their 
accounts. For example, IRS completed about 2.6 million new installment 
agreements in fiscal year 1994 to collect delinquent taxes from individual 
taxpayers These agreements totalled $9.4 billion, many of which were 
arranged by Taxpayer Services assistors over the telephone. 

Another similarity between IRS and the five organizations we contacted is 
that all received large numbers of calls. In fiscal year 1993, IRS received 
over 130 million calls. The largest number of calls made to 1 of the 5 
organizations we contacted was to SSA, which received about 80 million 
calls in 1993. The smallest number of calls was made to the power 
company, which received about 4 million calls in 1993. There are 
similarities also between the nature of the calls made to the organizations 
we contacted and the calls made to IRS. The calls to the five organizations 
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dealt with a variety of issues, but most of them were about customer 
account information, which makes up over half of IRS’ caIl workload. 

The greatest similarity between IRS and the five organizations we 
contacted, however, is the basic requirement to answer the telephone. No 
service is provided, no sale can be made, and no tax revenue can be 
collected unless the telephone is answered. Because of the similarities 
between IFS’ telephone assistance program and the assistance programs in 
the five organizations we contacted, we believe that the telephone 
management practices we found common among the organizations would 
also be useful to IRS. 

We did our work from August 1993 to September 1994 in accordance with 
generally accepted government auditing standards. We met twice with 
senior officials of IRS’ Taxpayer Services Division to discuss a draft of this 
report and incorporated their comments where appropriate. We also 
obtained written comments on a draft of this report from the Assistant 
Commissioner for Taxpayer Services. The Assistant Commissioner’s 
comments and our evaluation of them are presented on pages 48 to 52 and 
are reprinted in appendix I. 
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Taxpayers Have an Increasingly Difficult 
Time Reaching IRS Assistors 

Despite IRS’ goal of providing consistently prompt service to taxpayers, 
over the past several years, more and more taxpayers’ calls have gone 
unanswered. Taxpayers have diflicully reaching IRS year-round. Their 
ability to reach assistors varies depending on the time of year, the day of 
the week, the time of day, and the call site that the taxpayer calls. 
Taxpayers’ diffhlty reaching IRS results in millions of busy signals, 
lengthy on-hold times waiting for assistors, and millions of abandoned 
calls. 

Taxpayers’ Access 
Continues to Be a 
Problem 

the past several years3 The number of calls IRS has answered has remained 
relatively constant, although the number of assistors available to answer 
taxpayers’ calls has declined. However, the number of calls IRS has 
received has increased. In fiscal year 1989, taxpayers had a 1 out of 2 
chance of reaching an assistor; however, in fiscal year 1994, taxpayers had 
only a 1 out of 4 chance of getting through. 

IRS is aware of the decline in the percentage of calls answered. For 
example, in iiscal year 1989, IRS estimated that 46 million taxpayers called 
for assistance and about 37 million of those calls were answered. Thus, IRS 
assisted about 80 percent of the estimated number of taxpayers who called 
for assistance. 

For fiscal year 1994, IRS estimated that 67 million taxpayers called for 
assistance; about 36 million of those calls were answered, an assistance 
rate of only 54 percent.4 Figure 2.1 shows the general decline in taxpayer 
accessibili@ since fiscal year 1989. 

3We compute accessibility by dividing the number of calls answered by the total number of calls 
received. We defined calls received as the sum of (1) calls answered, (2) busy signals, and (3) calls 
abandoned by the taxpayer before an assistor got on the line. 

41RS computes its “level of service” by estimating how many taxpayers will call for assistance. IRS 
telephone equipment counts the number of calls it answered and IRS then divides the number of calls 
answered by the estimate of the number of taxpayers calling for assistance. Thus, in our example, 
36 million calls answered is divided by an estimated 67 million taxpayers calling for help (36 divided by 
67 = 64 percent). Because of weaknesses in both the counting calIs method (described in footnote 
2) and the level of service method, Treasury, IRS, and GAO are working to develop a better way of 
measuring taxpayer demand. 
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Figure 2.1: Declh~ in Accessibility for 
Fiscd Yesrs 1989 Through 1994 100 Accessibillly rsto 
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Source: IRS’ Telephone Data Reports. 

Taxpayers’ ability to reach IRS assistors is not just a filing season problem, 
it exists year-round. This access pattern has been a problem for taxpayers 
for several years. As shown in figure 2.2, for fiscal ye8r 1994, access for the 
filing season (January through April) was 21 percent, while access for the 
October through December and May through September peniods was 39 
and 21 percent, respectively.6 Other years have shown similar problems. 

&For planning and reporting purposes, IRS’ telephone pc~gram separates the year into 3 per&& 
Period I (October through December), Period II (.Januaty through April), and period III (May through 
September). 
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Figure 2.2: Access Rates by Period for Fiscal Years 1989 Through 1994 
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It is generally easier to reach an assistor at the end of the week, since call 
sites receive most of their calls on Monday and Tuesday.6 National Of&e 
officials told us that for many years, the sites have typically received most 
of their calls on Mondays and Tuesdays, causing access rates to be lower 
these days. Our work at the call site level generally showed this to be true. 
For example, figure 2.3 shows that during a week we analyzed for the 
Baltimore caII site, access rates on Monday and Tuesday were 22 percent 
and 19 percent, respectively. That same week the access rate was much 
higher at the end of the week, reaching 70 percent on Friday. Access rates 
were lower at the beginning of the week during 8 of the 12 weeks we 
analyzed. 

%ivate organizations we contacted also typically received more calls on Mondays, even though they 
also provided weekend service. 
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Figure 2.3: Baltimore Call Site Access 
Rates by Day of Week 100 Access rate 
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The best time of day to call and reach an assistor appeared to vary from 
call site to call site. Some taxpayers had an easier time reaching assistors 
early in the day, while others had an easier time at the end of the day. For 
example, Atlanta’s lowest access rate was during the first hour of 
operation, Nashville’s lowest rate was during lunch time, and Seattle’s 
lowest rate was at the end of the day. We found no clear trends in 
Indianapolis and Dallas, and Daltimore could not provide time-of-day data 
for our analysis. 

Taxpayers’ ability to reach an assistor also varied depending on the 
taxpayer’s location. IRS has been trying to equalize taxpayers’ ability to 
reach its assistors, but taxpayers’ chances of getting through varied by call 
site. For example, in fiscal year 1994, a caller served by IRS’ call site in 
Jacksonville, Florida, had a 17-percent chance of having a call get through; 
a caller served by the Des Moines, Iowa, call site had a 34percent chance 
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of getting through. The nationwide access rate for fiscal year 1994 was 
23 percent. (See app. III for access rates for each call site during CscaI year 
1994.) 

Low Accessibility When taxpayers call IRS, either their calls are answered or they receive a 

Results in Many Busy 
busy signal. If their calIs are answered, they may be placed on hold to wait 
for an assistor to become available. At this stage, many callers hang up 

Signals, Long Wait before receiving an answer to their questions. The consequences of Iow 

Times, and Many accessibility rates are reflected in the number of busy signals taxpayers 

Abandoned Calls 
receive, the amount of time they are on hold, and the number of taxpayers 
who abandon their calIs. Also, IRS reports show that some taxpayers may 
never caIl back. 

The number of busy signaIs has greatly increased over the past few years. 
In 1989,47 percent, or about 34 million, of the more than 73 miUion caUs to 
IRS received busy signals when taxpayers tried to call. By fiscal year 1994 
busy signals increased to 73 percent of all caUs, as shown in figure 2,4. IRS 
believes that when calls to sites are heavy, taxpayers redial to make 
numerous call attempts before reaching an assistor, which accounts for 
many of the busy signals. However, some taxpayers who attempt to reach 
IRS but only receive busy signals may give up and may not try to call back 
For example, for the week ending April 16,1994, an IRS report shows that 
at least 1 miIIion taxpayers called at least once, did not reach an assistor, 
and never called back that week. 
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Figure 2.4: Fiscal Year 1994 Taxpayer 
Calls to IRS Assistors 
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Some callers who got through faced long periods on hold waiting for an 
assistor.7 Taxpayers are put on hold for a variety of reasons. For exsmple, 
some lgates” may be receiving more calls than others, and these wait 
times can become lengthy.* During 1 day at the Seattle call site, average 
taxpayer on-hold time for one gate reached 34 minutes. The average 
on-hold time for the same gate for the week was about 14 minutes. In 
Nashville, average on-hold time reached 20 minutes for one gate. For the 
week it was about 14 minutes. At the Baltimore call site, on-hold time for 
one gate reached 21 minutes for 1 of the days we reviewed. For the week it 
was about 11 minutes. The other sites we visited did not have this 
information available. 

7Three of the private sector companies we visited had specific goals for limiting waiting time to 30 
seconds or less. Offkials said that they strive to always meet these goals, but occasionally they do not 
meet them 

When taxpayers cd IRS, they can use a menu to direct their call to a gate. A gate is one or more 
telephone workstations staffed with assistor@) with expertise in a specific tax subject matter. For 
example, if a taxpayer calls with a pension question, his or her call will wait at the pension gate for the 
next available assistor to answer the cdl. 
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In November 1993, IRS issued guidelines for on-hold time standards for calI 
sites with new equipment, but in September 1994 it began trying to 
redefine the standards. In January 1995, these guidelines were stiIl being 
redefined. 

Many taxpayers who do get into the system never have their questions 
answered. Due to the lengthy on-hold times, many taxpayers abandon 
their calls before reaching an assistor. The number of abandoned calls has 
increased from fiscal year 1989 to 1994, rising from 2.8 million to 6 million 
calls. In addition, some taxpayers who reach an assistor may be told to caJl 
back if assistors are too busy to research their questions. 
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The cornerstone of good telephone service is providing customers easy 
access to telephone representatives. While SSA has had its own diffkulties 
in improving its telephone assistance, SSA and private sector companies we 
contacted have implemented management practices and acquired modem 
information technology specifically aimed at increasing their customers’ 
ability to reach them and providing their representatives with access to 
customer account information more easily and quickly. SSA and private 
sector company officials told us that these management practices and 
technology improvements have contributed to their ability to provide 
quality telephone assistance to their customers, including allowing their 
customers to reach them beyond normal working hours. Although IFS has 
been able to answer about 36 million calls over the last several years with 
declining resources, it has not used the management practices and has not 
yet acquired information technology commonly used by the organizations 
we contacted to make it easier for taxpayers to reach assistors. IRS has 
made recent improvements in using its existing technology, but it has not 
always used its existing technology to its full potential. 

SSA and Private 
Sector Toll-Free 
F?rograms Are 

We contacted SSA and four private sector companies that rely heavily on 
the telephone as a means of providing service to their customers To 
maximize the number of calls answered, their toll-free programs 
commonly established 

Managed to Maximize 9 
Calls Answered 

challenging program goals for answering as many calls as possible based 
on customers’ needs; 

w standards for the number of hours employees were expected to be on the 
telephones and the number of calls to be answered; 

l standard hours of operation, often extending beyond a g-hour work day; 
l nationwide standards and uniform ways to measure operations and 

performance; and 
l nationwide call routing and easy access to customer information. 

SSA and three of the four companies we contacted set goals to answer 
every call on the caller’s first attempt. SSA has not been able to reach this 
goal, although it has increased the percentage of calls answered since 
establishing the goal. The private sector company officials told us they 
have been able to answer many calls in 20 to 50 seconds. To provide this 
level of service during peak periods, both SSA and the companies we 
contacted used extra employees to answer calls. To keep employees 
informed about demand, some companies posted statistics during the 
work shift, such as how long customers are waiting on hold. Officials told 
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us that setting goals was also important in helping to ensure callers would 
not receive busy signals. They said that keeping employees informed of 
call site performance also helped to increase productivity. 

All of the four private sector companies we contacted had established a 
performance standard for the number of hours employees were expected 
to be on the telephone. Three companies also had established a standard 
for an approximate number of calls to be answered during a work shift. 
For example, the power company we visited expected its employees to be 
on the phones 7-l/2 hours of an f&hour work day and to answer 85 to 105 
calls each day. Managers at the airline company we visited said that their 
representatives were expected to be on the phones 7 hours and 40 minutes 
of an 8-l/2 hour day and to handle about 80 to 100 calls a day. Private 
company officials told us these performance standards, when monitored 
and enforced, can help to increase the number of calls answered, ensure 
better customer service, and improve call site operations. 

All of the organizations we contacted offered standard hours of service 
that extended beyond a g-hour work day to provide consistent and 
convenient service to their customers. Officials of the organizations told 
us this also helped distribute incoming calls and even out demand 
throughout the day. SSA provided 12 hours of service, Monday through 
Friday, from 7 am. to 7 p.m. and automated service after hours and on 
weekends. The private sector companies all provided access to customer 
service representatives 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

AU of the organizations we contacted had provided their managers 
sufficient authority to establish and enforce systemwide practices and 
measures for their call sites. Officials told us this was essential to provide 
consistent, quality service to all of their customers, regardless of location. 
For example, the airline and the insurance companies we visited 
controlled their nationwide operations from one location and had standard 
performance measures, such as the amount of time representatives were 
expected to be on the telephone. 

Also, off&& of all the organizations we contacted said they had invested 
in telecommunication technology to help customers reach telephone 
representatives more easily. They said that, in general, technology 
improvements were less expensive than hiring more staff. 
Telecommunication technology is used to route calls to available 
representatives in other time zones, thereby extending hours of 
operations. To increase calls answered, the organizations used actual and 
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instant data, referred to as real-time data, to route calls to available 
representatives and provided them with account information. For 
example, an official of the airline company we visited said it routed calls 
among its 14 call sites using data that showed where calls were coming 
from and how many calls each site was answering. Routing calls among its 
call sites allowed the airline to offer 24hour service. 

IRS does not use some of the management practices commonly used by the 
organizations we contacted. In those cases where IRS did use a practice 
similar to those we found in the other organizations, IRS did not apply it 
with the same emphasis on customers’ needs. For example, IRS has had 
specific goals for answering more calls for the past 2 years, but these goals 
were based on the resources IRS had available, not on taxpayers’ demand 
for service. Also, IRS’ goal for answering calls does not provide National 
Office program and calI site managers with an incentive to answer more 
calls. IRS has not determined how long its assistors should be on the 
telephones during a work period. It does not offer standard service hours 
and before this year had offered only limited assistance beyond a g-hour 
work day. IRS has, in fiscal year 1995, for the first tune, provided access to 
its assistors for 10 hours per work day during the Bling season. Although 
this is an improvement, IRS still provides fewer hours of service than SSA 

and the private sector companies we contacted. Additionally, call sites 
were inconsistent in how they measured the number of calls they 
answered and reported how assistors spent their work day. These 
inconsistencies make it difficult for the National Office to measure and 
compare call site operations. 

IRS has had a general program goal of providing “consistently prompt” 
telephone assistance for many years. For the past 2 years, IRS had specific 
goals for answering more calls, but these goals were based on the 
resources IRS had available, not on taxpayers’ demand for service. For 
example, the fiscal year 1995 goal calls for slightly less than a Z-percent 
increase in calls answered over 1994, but the goal is not based on taxpayer 
demand for assistance. This is a positive step, but IRS should be moving 
toward customer-driven goals. IRS officials agree that they want to move 
more to meeting the needs of customers. 

The five organizations we contacted based their goals primarily on their 
customers’ needs. As discussed later, IRS’ Taxpayer Services Division has 
requested additional resources but has been unable to obtain them 
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because of higher priorities within IRS and Treasury. We recognize that IRS’ 
resources are limited and that obtaining increases, even temporarily, may 
be more difficult for IRS than for private sector companies. However, we 
believe that continuing to set goals that do not take into account 
customers’ needs tends to limit the incentive for improvement and may 
hinder adopting management practices designed to maximize the number 
of calls answered with the resources available. The process IRS uses to set 
goals is discussed below. 

Each year, IRS’ National Office calculates the number of calls that could be 
answered nationwide on the basis of the prior year’s productivity and 
currently available funding. The number is then divided among the 
regions, and the regions assign or “schedule” the number of calls each 
district office call site is expected to answer. The number of calls 
scheduled for each call site thus becomes the call site’s goal for the 
number of calls to answer. 

National Office officials, who do not directly control call site actions, said 
they have told the regions that scheduled calls should be the minimum, not 
the maximum, number of calls answered. However, these officials said 
that the call sites do not have the resources to answer every call. 

Each tail site’s performance is measured against the number of scheduled 
calls, but once the goal is met, managers can take assistors off the 
telephones for other activities, such as training. National Office officials 
told us that the time assistors spend in training is important. They are 
concerned that if assistors do not have adequate time for training, the 
quality of the site’s performance-particularly the accuracy of assistors’ 
answers to tax law question=ould be reduced. 

Although IRS has generally met its total “scheduled” call goal, the number 
of scheduled calls has been much lower than the number of calls 
taxpayers have made. For example, IRS’ goal for fiscal year 1994 was to 
answer 35 million calls. It answered 36 million calls. However, the calls 
answered represented only 23 percent of the nearly 156 million calls 
received that year. Thus, the scheduled call goal is not customer-related 
but is based on IRS' resources and other internal concerns. Figure 3.1 
shows the number of calls IRS has received and the minimum number of 
calls the National Office has scheduled the sites to answer since fiscal year 
1989. 
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IRS Lacks Uniform 
Standards for Telephone 
As!3istors 

Unlike the organizations we contacted, IRS’ National Office has not 
established nationwide standards for how long assistors are expected to 
be on the telephone. While some IRS call sites have independently 
established standards, the standards are inconsistent and not monitored or 
enforced at the local or national level. Private sector company officials 
told us that a standard for the time representatives were expected to be on 
the telephone (called a sign-on standard) helped to increase the number of 
calls answered because representatives were on the telephone for a set 
number of hours. 

Four of the six IRS call sites we visited had standards for the time assistors 
were expected to be on the telephone. These standards ranged from 6 to 7 
hours, but many assistors did not meet the standards, as shown in table 
3.1. During the 2 weeks we analyzed, the number of assistors meeting the 
standards ranged from 31 percent to 72 percent at the four locations. 
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Table 3.1: Call Sites Visited With 
Sign-on Standard and Percent of 
A&stars Meeting the Standard During 
2-Week Analysis 

Call site 
Atlanta 

Dallas 

Estimated number 
of additional calls 

Percent assistors answered if 
Sign-on standard meeting standard standard met 

6-W hours 42% 193,277 

7 hours 32 101,967 

Nashville 7 hours 31 100,234 

Seattle 6 hours 72 46,451 

Note: At the time of our visit, Seattle call site managers expected their assistors to be signed on 
for 6-112 hours each day. However, assistors were instructed to remain signed on during breaks. 
Breaks account for 30 minutes each day. Therefore, we and Seattle call site officials agreed that 
we would report and analyze their call site based on a 6-hour standard, since it would represent 
time working. 

Source: IRS data 

If the four IRS caU sites enforced the standards they have, they could 
answer many more caIls than they now do. For example, as shown in table 
3.1, if the 4 sites we visited that did have standards had enforced those 
standards, they could have answered an estimated 442,000 more calls 
during the Z-week period we analyzed. And, if IRS had standards 
comparable to those commonly used by the organizations we contacted 
and required assistors to meet those standards, we believe they could 
answer substantially more calls. 

If IRS decides to institute uniform standards and hold assistors accountable 
to those standards, it will have to make various trade-offs in deciding how 
much time assistors should spend answering telephone calls. The work its 
assistors do is different in important ways from that of the private sector 
organizations we contacted. For example, IRS assistors spend some time 
researching and writing letters to taxpayers whose questions have been 
received over the telephone but, for various reasons, were not answered 
during the call. Clearly, this is useful work, but IRS concedes that the time 
spent doing it serves fewer taxpayers than the same amount of time spent 
on the telephones. Also, because assistors answer tax questions from 
taxpayers, it is reasonable that assistoxs receive periodic training to enable 
them to accurately answer questions. If, aa we believe it should, IRS 

decides to establish a sign-on standard, to develop a meaningful one IRS 

will have to take these kinds of issues into account when it analyzes the 
work assistors do. IRS' plan for implementing its Customer Service Vision 
includes analyzing how assistors should spend their time. 
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Information about the amount of time IRS’ assistors now actually spend on 
the telephone illustrates potential benefits of a sign-on standard. IRS 
officials agreed that they need to determine the amount of time assistors 
should be on the telephones, but they said it would have to be negotiated 
with the union. The president of NTEU told us he was not opposed to 
establishing a sign-on standard but wanted to research it further. 

At the six sites we visited, assistors were on the telephones an average of 5 
hours and 28 minutes per day out of an 8-hour day, for the 2 weeks we 
analyzed, as shown in table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Average Daily Time 
Assistors Spent on the Telephone at 
Six Sites During 2 Weeks Analyzed 

Call site P-week average time on telephone 
Atlanta 5 hours 43 minutes 
Baltimore 5 hours 1 minute 

Dallas 5 hours 43 minutes 

Indianapolis 5 hours 18 minutes 
Nashville 5 hours 37 minutes 
Seattle 

Average 

Source: IRS data. 

5 hours 30 minutes 

5 hours 28 minutes 

Assistors are involved in numerous activities that take them away from the 
telephone. As shown in figure 3.2, assistors at the six sites we visited spent 
68 percent of their time on the telephone. Assistors spent the other 
32 percent of their time on various activities, such as researching answers 
to taxpayers’ questions that have to be written up for an IRS response by 
letter, reading tax materials, attending training, taking breaks, and 
attending meetings. 

We asked officials at the organizations we contacted about their 
representatives’ activities when not on the telephone. SSA has a set. time of 
the day during nontelephone hours for meetings and training. Officials at 
the airline company we contacted told us that representatives spent the 
time away from the telephone on such things as keeping abreast of 
frequent flier programs. At the other private sector companies we 
contacted, representatives spent time attending group meetings, taking 
training, and taking breaks. The four private companies’ emphasis on 
answering as many calls as possible is illustrated by the fact that, on 
average, their representatives were expected to be on the telephones an 
average of 91 percent of the time. 

I 

1 
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Figure 3.2: How IRS Assistors Spent 
Their Time 

Other activities 

Answering calls 

5% 
Gate, Branch, Group 
meetings/read time 

Note: Other activities include the time assistors spend in researching cases and attending 
training sessions. It also includes meetings, such as team building, mini-training sessions, award 
ceremonies, special emphasis programs, Equal Employment Opportunity events, blood drives, 
and union meetings. 

Source: IRS data 

IRS Recently Established a IRS call sites’ hours of service were not uniform and varied by the day of 
Nationwide Standard for week. At the time of our review, the 31 call sites we surveyed had 19 
Call Sites’ Hours of different hours of operation, ranging from 7:30 am. to 4:46 p.m. and $30 

Operations and for am. to 5:00 p.m. Several call sites changed their hours once or twice 

Providing Additional throughout the week, and one call site had four different hours of 

Service Hours 
operation in the same week. As a result, taxpayers in different parts of the 
country received different hours and amounts of service. 

Additionally, only 4 of the 31 sites offered 9 or more hours of service each 
day throughout the year. Other sites that provided additional hours to 
answer more calls said their service was generally limited to extra hours 
during the week of April 15th and some Saturdays during the filing season. 
IRS reports showed that assistors were able to answer about 1 million 
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additional calls by providing this limited amount of service beyond normal 
operating hours. 

IRS recently took action that has resulted in providing uniform hours and 
additional hours of service for taxpayers nationwide, although individual 
call site hours still vary somewhat. IRS’ National Office decided that its 
telephone assistance program needed to provide taxpayers more hours of 
service than currently offered. At the time of our review, call sites 
provided an average of about 8 hours of service each day. Starting in 
January 1995, by routing calls among some call sites and extending the 
hours of others, IRS enabled taxpayers nationwide to call IRS from 730 am. 
to 5~30 p.m., which provides an additional 2 hours of service each day for 
taxpayers. Although IRS is providing taxpayers more hours of service, the 
other organizations we contacted provided hours of service ranging from 
12 to 24 hours per day. 

IRS Call Sites Do Not 
Consistently Report 
Performance 

Inconsistencies among call sites as to how they define and report 
performance data make it difficult for the National Office to measure site 
performance and oversee the telephone assistance program. For example, 
the Nashville call site counted calls received after normal business hours 
as calls answered, while the Atlanta call site did not. 

Call site officials told us that problems in calculating calls answered began 
in 1992 when IRS began installing its new telecommunication system. The 
reports from the new system did not provide a total calls answered figure 
as the previous system did. CalI site offEals said that this, coupled with 
the fact that IRS’ National Office had not issued clear and complete 
guidance, left system analysts at individual call sites to determine what 
should be recorded as an answered call. For example, the reports listed 
voice messages left by taxpayers, which were new ways taxpayers could 
attempt to reach IRS. The call sites were not consistent in whether they 
counted voice messages in computing calls answered. That is, some sites 
included voice messages in computing calls answered while others did 
not. As of February 1995, IRS’ National Office still had not issued additional 
guidance on what types of calls should be counted as calls answered. 

The sites with new telephone equipment also used different terms and 
definitions for their management information reports, making it difficult, if 
not impossible, for the National Office to compare sites to determine how 
they were performing. For example, in Nashville, “idle” time included the 
time assistors spent working on cases that they could not complete before 
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hanging up with the taxpayer; in Seattle, idle time accounted for breaks, 
personal time, training, and counseling. Baltimore assistors were 
discouraged from using idle time, and other sites did not use the term.g 

Call sites also differed in how they calculated and reported “talk 
timen -the length of time assistors spend on the telephone talking to a 
taxpayer-per call. Call site managers’ responses to our questionnaires 
showed that sites’ average ta.lk time ranged from 2 minutes to 11 minutes. 
Our six-site analysis showed that some sites have assistors gather 
information and complete case work after hanging up with the taxpayer. 
Other call sites require assistors to perform all the work while taxpayers 
are on-line, making talk time longer. 

Call sites also have different instructions as to when and how assistors 
should sign on and off the telephone systems. For example, assistors in the 
Atlanta call site were required to sign off each time they were off the 
telephone. However, in the Seattle call site, assistors only signed off for 
activities that would take them away from the telephone for more than 20 
minutes, such as lunch and training. 

National Office officials told us that they were aware of these 
inconsistencies but had difficulty in ensuring uniformity because each site. 
operated differently. IRS has formed a task team to study some of these 
issues, as well as to determine best practices for IRS' new 
telecommunications system. 

IRS Is Behind 
Organizations We 
Contacted in 
Acquiring and Using 
Technology 

All of the organizations we contacted had modern information technology 
that provided better routing capability than IRS. For example, the airline 
company we visited had a national network center in which it could view 
nationwide traffic and route calls on the basis of real-time data to various 
call sites. Calls were also routed on the basis of time zones and availability 
of representatives at these sites. 

IRS has the capability to route calls among its call sites, but its current 
technology does not allow it to route calls instantly to any call site as the 
other organizations can. Acquiring more sophisticated technology would 
allow IRS to better route calls to serve more taxpayers and extend service 
hours nationwide. Improved call routing could also result if IRS used its 
existing routing technology more effectively. 

qhese three sites-Nashville, Seattle, and Baltimore-all had the new automated call distributor 
equipment installed. 
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Over the years, IRS has made use of technology to improve its service to 
taxpayers. In the early 1980s IRS improved customer service when it 
developed Tele-Tax, an automated system in which taxpayers can call and 
listen to selected tax topic tapes 24 hours a day and inquire about the 
status of their refunds from 7:00 am. to 11:30 p-m. More recently, IRS has 
been working to improve customer service by overcoming the lack of 
nationwide access to taxpayers account information. This has been a 
maor barrier to routing calls among its call sites. Specifically, in 
February 1995, IRS provided its assistors the ability to access taxpayers’ 
accounts regardless of where the taxpayers filed their returns. Thus, IRS 

can now route calls to any call site and an assistor will be able to retrieve 
any taxpayer’s account file, which will increase taxpayers’ chances of 
being served. However, because this change is so new, it is not yet clear 
how many more calls are being answered as a result of the increased 
account access. 

IRS Lacks Technology for 
Call Routing 

To better respond to customer calls, IRS needs the capability to route calls 
anywhere in the country using real-time information, but it does not 
currently have the technology to do this. With better routing technology, 
IRS could determine demand patterns more precisely, such as how demand 
changes during the day, and better route calls to increase taxpayers’ abihty 
to reach assistors. For example, IRS could see heavy demand in Atlanta in 
the early morning hours and quickly know which other call site could take 
more of Atlanta’s calls. 

In contrast to IRS, we found that SSA had established an integrated network 
for its SOO-number service. SSA has a central command center at its 
headquarters in Baltimore in which call traffic is constantly monitored and 
adjustments made in call routing on the basis of real-time data During 
peak periods staff are added to provide additional call answering 
Capability. 

While SSA has the benefit of modern, systemwide routing capability, IRS has 
to route calls from one location to another using cumbersome and 
time-consuming procedures. Because IRS does not have real-time data, IFS 
has to route individual call site traffic on the basis of trends in demand 
over a 3-week period. For example, if the Atlanta caIl site had a higher 
percentage of busy signals over a 3-week period than other sites every 
Monday, the National Office would seek to route all or a percentage of 
Atlanta’s Monday calls to a less busy site. To illustrate, in March 1994, calls 
that the Atlanta cali site received from 10 percent of all area codes on 
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Mondays and Tuesdays were routed to four other call sues, on the basis of 
trend data. Atlanta’s traffic would continue to be routed in this manner 
until the trend indicated a need for change. 

Without real-time data IRS’ routing procedures are cumbersome and 
routing changes may not be done quickly enough to take full advantage of 
times other call sites could answer calls. For example, if a call site 
suddenly experiences an increase in demand, it must first pass the 
rerouting request to its region. The region then notifies National Office 
staff, who in turn verify the change with the call site. On the basis of the 
a-week trend data the National Office sends the calls to other call sites not 
thought to be as busy. National office staff manually log the change and 
enter the change into a terminal. After this process, the change can be 
operational within 15 minutes to 1 hour later. However, by the time 
routing changes are made, the increase in calls could have subsided, and 
many taxpayers who called would have received busy signals or 
abandoned their calls. 

National Office officials have not evaluated the 3-week trend data or 
individual requests for rerouting to determine if taxpayers have less 
difficulty getting through. However, they believe that by routing the calls 
to other sites better able to handle calls, the routing plan has reduced the 
number of busy signals taxpayers receive at some sites. We tested the 
results of IRS’ 3-week trend data plan for the period March through 
May 1994 and found that IRS answered 1.6 percent more tax-payer calls 
than during the comparable period in 1993. 

For the 1995 Gling season, the National Office also has begun to track daily 
calling patterns to help refme the 3-week trend data The National Office 
will be using the S-week trend data and the daily data to identity routing 
changes needed to increase access. However, Taxpayer Services National 
Office officials are uncertain that using the daily data will increase access, 
but they believe that it will. 

IRS Has Not Made the Best IRS has missed opportunities to improve routing because it has 
Use of Its Existing underutilized the routing features of its new call system, and it has not 
Technology used its 800 carrier to better route traffic. The capability for real-time call 

routing is part of IRS’ Customer Service Vision, but this technology is not 
expected until fiscal year 1997. 
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IRS’ new automated call distributors, now installed at 19 sites, can send 
calls to other call sites by type of call and to the site where assistors are 
available. The equipment can route tax law questions to selected call sites, 
and then by monitoring traffic to those sites, it can select the one that can 
answer the call the quickest. If this feature was active at all sites, IRS could 
answer more calls by taking advantage of the tune assistors are available 
at other sites to take calls. 

IRS hoped to have this feature operating in 10 of the 19 call sites by the end 
of December 1993. However, by February 1994 only three call sites were 
using the feature, and IRS was having problems making it work. Some of 
the problems included calls lost when they were sent to other call sites, 
poor voice quality, limited number of calls sent, and inaccurate reporting 
of calls that were routed to other sites. National Office officials told us that 
they suspended work on this feature because they did not have enough 
staff to follow up on the problems and resolve them, and filing season 
performance was a higher priority. In January 1995, officials told us that 
this feature was now working in 12 of the 19 sites that have the new 
equipment. 

IRS’ 800 carrier may be able to route c&s for IRS and enable it to answer 
more calls. According to an IRS Technical Management Division manager, 
instead of IRS routing calls, its 800 carrier could centrally route calls 
through its equipment and send calls to predetermined IRS call sites. 
Accessibility could be increased by using IRS’ 800 carrier to poll the 
existing network for the next available assistor within the taxpayer’s 
service center. In February 1995, Taxpayer Services officials told us that 
they will be meeting soon with their 800 carrier to explore different ways 
calls could be routed to increase taxpayer accessibility. 

IRS Is Working to Improve IRS has been working to increase assistors’ access to nationwide taxpayer 
Access to Nationwide account information. Previously, Ins’ ability to serve taxpayers was 
Account Information hampered because all assistors did not have access to every taxpayer’s 

account. Call sites typically had access to accounts at only one or two 
service centers. For example, a taxpayer calling from Florida with a 
question requiring account information might not have gotten an answer 
while on-line if the call had been routed to Baltimore, because Baltimore 
assistors did not have access to account information for taxpayers who 
filed their returns with the Atlanta Service Center. In such cases, assistors 
typically wrote down the taxpayer’s question and mailed the question to a 
call site that had access to the taxpayer’s account. However, resolving 
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these questions required more than double the resources compared to 
resolving inquiries on-line, and taxpayers may have waited several weeks 
before receiving answers. According to IRS, more than half the calls it 
answers involve questions taxpayers have about their accounts. 

IRS has now overcome this problem. In 1994, IRS began to address the data 
access problem by piloting a new system to give five call sites access to 
taxpayer accounts at three different service centers. Implementation of the 
new system was slowed by problems in connecting with different service 
centers. Over the years, IRS’ Service Centers have developed different 
methods of controlling access to their databases, including different 
passwords for gaining access. IRS believed that dealing with multiple 
passwords to allow assistors access to data at more service centers was an 
administrative burden as well as a potential threat to the security of 
taxpayer data 

In September 1994, Taxpayer Services officials told us that IRS had 
resolved its security and password management concerns and was 
proceeding to implement the pilot access system. And, according to 
National Office officials, assistors gained the ability to access nationwide 
data in early 1995. However, National Office officials said that some limits 
remain on the changes assistors can make to an account. For example, an 
assistor cannot directly access a taxpayer’s account to stop a collection 
action. However, the officials said that by March 1995, they plan to expand 
the changes assistors can make to taxpayers’ accounts. 

IRS’ Customer Service IRS officials said they were aware of the common practices used by other 

Vision Calls for 
organizations that provide telephone assistance and were aware that they 
were behind those organizations in adopting such practices IRS has a plan, 

Increased Use of called the Customer Service Vision, to improve service to taxpayers and 

Telephone Assistance increase the number of calls it answers. 

IRS’ Customer Service Vision concept calls for changes in many activities 
not previously thought of as customer-related. For example, IRS plans to 
reduce the number of repetitive notices and bills a taxpayer receives. Such 
changes, together with many others, are expected to reduce the number of 
contacts taxpayers have with IRS and to make it easier for those contacts 
to be by telephone, instead of in writing. The concept also calls for 
changes in traditional service activities, such as the telephone assistance 
program. IRS plans to have the Vision fully operational by the year 2001. 
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The Vision calls for a telephone assistance system that is integrated 
nationwide, in which an assistor located anywhere in the country will 
answer calls from anywhere else in the country. Such a system would 
match those that other telephone assistance organizations’ customers 
enjoy today and should provide the American taxpayer with better service. 
For example, IRS envisions a system that would provide access to an 
assistor 16 to 20 hours a day with lOO-percent access to either an assistor 
or one of a variety of ways in which taxpayers can guide themselves 
through an automated menu to get answers. Thus, improved access to the 
telephone assistance program is crucial to achieving IRS’ goals for its 
Customer Service Vision. 

IRS’ Vision is based primarily on increased use of the telephone-both in 
handling incoming taxpayer calls and in having IRS employees use the 
telephone to call taxpayers-to deal with taxpayers’ problems. IRS 

recognized that its current capability for answering taxpayers’ calls is not 
sufficient to support the Vision. Accordingly, IRS plans major changes in 
the management of its human and technology resources in an effort to be 
able to accomplish the goal of providing better service to taxpayers 
through use of the telephone, 

A key factor in IRS’ plans to provide better telephone service is to establish 
23 Customer Service Sites to handle all contacts with taxpayers that do not 
require a face-to-face meeting. Work currently done at the 27 taxpayer 
service call sites, 23 automated collection sites, and 3 forms distribution 
sites, plus a great deal of correspondence and compliance work now done 
at the 10 existing service centers, is to be consolidated at the 23 Customer 
Service sites. 

IRS plans to increase taxpayers’ access and provide better service by 
managing its work load-that is, the incoming calls-as a “corporate 
asset,” meaning the work load is to be managed on a nationwide basis 
instead of the current regional or caIl site basis. To implement this 
concept, IRS plans to obtain the technology needed by 6scal year 1997 to 
develop a central command center to prioritize and distribute work among 
all sites and employees. As calls come in, the command center will identify 
which employees are on duty, where they are located, and what expertise 
they have. One of the Vision’s primary goals is to have a qualified 
employee available at all times to answer calls from anywhere in the 
country. 
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Successful implementation of IRS’ Customer Service Vision depends on 
substantially improved telephone service. Consequently, the problems 
discussed in this report must be resolved before IRS’ Customer Service 
Vision can be achieved. 

Conclusions years has remained relatively constant despite declining resources. 
However, the number of calls taxpayers make to IRS has increased 
significantly. As a result, there has been a large and growing gap between 
the number of calls IRS receives and the number it answers. This gap exists 
not just during the tax filing season but throughout the year. 

We believe more taxpayers could get through to IRS assistors if IRS adopted 
some of the management practices commonly used by the organizations 
we contacted to operate their telephone assistance programs. These 
practices include establishing challenging programwide goals for 
answering calls based on customers’ needs; operating standards, such as 
the number of hours employees are expected to be on the telephone; and 
uniform methods for measuring assistor and call site performance. The 
organizations we contacted also used modem information technology to 
facilitate programwide call routing and to provide easy access to customer 
information. Officials of the organizations we contacted believed the use 
of these practices enabled them to provide quality service to their 
customers. 

Adopting these practices would not enable IRS to answer every call it 
receives; however, it should enable IRS to answer more calls than it now 
does without an increase in staff and set the stage for implementation of 
IRS’ Customer Service Vision. Achieving this Vision is critical to IRS’ ability 
to serve more taxpayers in the future. However, IRS’ ability to answer more 
calls in the short term and to implement its longer term Vision will be 
hampered unless it can address the fundamental reasons that contributed 
to its falling behind other organizations in using practices that those 
organizations believe contribute to their ability to provide qualily 
telephone assistance to their customers. These problems and our 
recommendations for solving them are discussed in the next chapter. 
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The management practices that were being commonly used in the 
telephone assistance programs at the five organizations we 
contacted-setting challenging goals, establishing systemwide operating 
standards and uniform performance measures, and applying modern 
information technology-are not new or innovative in any way. These 
practices are, in fact, quite basic and are commonly used in managing all 
types of activities, in both the private and public sectors. 

These practices are not a panacea for ah of IRS’ problems in answering 
taxpayers’ calls, but the organiztions we contacted used them because 
the officials responsible for the telephone assistance programs in those 
organizations believed the practices helped staff to answer customers’ 
calls and provide highquality service. Also, as discussed below, IRS has 
effectively used most of these management practices in increasing the 
accuracy of assistors’ answers to tax law questions. Why, then, has KRS not 
applied these practices to the problem of improving taxpayers’ access to 
its telephone assistance program? 

We believe there are two primary reasons. First, IRS’ senior management 
has not aggressively pursued putting in place the practices that we found 
to be commonly used by the five organizations to enable them to answer 
as many calls as possible. We are not certain why this is the case, but 
concerns about decreasing the accuracy of assistors’ answers to tax law 
questions by overemphasizing answering calls and lack of support for 
changes by some field managers seem to have been contributing factors. 
The few attempts IRS has made to institute such practices were not 
supported by IRS managers in the field, and IRS’ senior management did not 
follow through to see that they were implemented. 

Second, and closely related to the first reason, is the fact that IRS lacked a 
strategy for negotiating call site operating practices and standards with 
NTEU on a nationwide basis. When efforts to establish uniform hours for 
call site operations were made, a concern of IRS field managers was 
how-or whether-to deal with mu, but there was no strategy to rely on 
for direction. And, although IRS and NTEU have developed a formal 
partnership to deal with the many changes IRS is undergoing, IRS still does 
not have a plan of action for ensuring that nationwide call site operating 
practices are dealt with in an organized, coordinated, and coherent way, 
rather than piecemeal. For example, IRS established uniform hours of 
operations for call sites nationwide and then worked with NTEU at the local 
level to reach agreement on how the call sites would operate to provide 
the necessary hours of access to the telephone system. IRS could adopt this 
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same approach in implementing other call site operating practices and 
standards. 

Both of these reasons have hampered IRS’ ability to establish and operate 
an integrated nationwide telephone assistance program that provides 
seamless service to taxpayers anywhere in the country. They also lessen 
the chances that the longer term solutions of the Customer Service Vision 
will be successfully implemented. Unless these problems are resolved, IRS 
will have more difficulty achieving its customer service goals for the 
future. 

Funding limitations for additional telephone assistors-although not a 
reason for the lack of management practices or the absence of a strategy 
for negotiating with mu-have affected the number of calls IRS has been 
able to answer IRS officials told us that they believe improvements in the 
use of technology and changes in cumbersome IRS processes planned as 
part of IRS’ Customer Service Vision will, in the long run, allow them to 
answer most taxpayers’ calls. Treasury is also seeking a modest increase 
in funding for taxpayer assistors in its fiscal year 1996 budget request to 
Congress. If funded, this request would, however, result in IRS having 
almost 200 fewer assistors than it had for fiscal year 1994. 

IRS’ Top Management 
Has Not Aggressively 

found common in other organizations that provide telephone assistance to 
their customers. However, IRS’ senior management has reacted to 

Pursued Common expressions of concern from us and congressional committees about the 

Management accessibility problem by emphasizing the longer term solutions promised 

Practices to Deal With 
by various aspects of its Customer Service Vision rather thsn emphasizing 
ways to increase the number of calls answered during the several years of 

the Accessibility transition to the Vision. While the efforts undertaken are worthwhile, IRS’ 

Problem National Office has not aggressively pursued putting in place the kinds of 
management practices commonly used by the organizations we contacted 
that provide telephone assistance, nor has it acquired and used effectively 
the kind of modern technology used by these organizations. 

Control over IRS telephone assistance program is shared among three 
organizational levels-the National Office, regional offices, and district 
offices. At the National Office level, the Assistant Commissioner for 
Taxpayer Services is charged with setting policy for and overseeing the 
telephone assistance program. 
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According to the Assistant Commissioner for Taxpayer Services, that 
position includes sufficient authority-as policymaker-to establish and 
enforce uniform operating standards and consistent performance 
measurement techniques. The Assistant Commissioner said that lack of 
authority was not a problem but that the size and complexity of the 
Taxpayer Services system, including the telephone assistance program, 
sometimes made it difficult to effectively exercise and enforce the 
authority available. In this connection, the Assistant Commissioner noted 
a recent action to assign a senior executive in each IRS region to provide a 
stronger linkage between the Assistant Commissioner’s office and the call 
sites. This step may improve the chances for establishing nationwide 
standards and measurements for IRS’ telephone assistance program, but 
previous efforts have not been successful. 

For example, during fiscal year 1994, the National Office proposed that all 
caJl sites adopt uniform hours of operation. IRS made this proposal to 
better balance service between the call sites. Calls received after hours in 
one time zone would be routed to call sites in another time zone. To 
ihustrate, if all call sites closed at 500 p.m., taxpayers’ calls originating in 
the E&tern Time Zone after 500 p.m. would be answered by sites in the 
Central Time Zone that were still open. However, this routing could not 
occur if the Central Time Zone sites closed at 400 p.m., as some sites did 
during fiscal year 1994. 

The National Office did not establish uniform hours because too few sites 
offered enough hours to accommodate demand. However, IRS’ National 
Office was unable to establish a nationwide standard that would have 
increased taxpayers’ access to its telephone assistance program because it 
was dependent on the call sites to conform their hours of operation with 
other call sites, and they chose not to do so. IRS continued to work toward 
establishing a standard for hours of call site operation because IRS officials 
believe such a standard is vital to creating a nationwide telephone 
assistance system. As discussed in chapter 3, IRS’ solution for the 1995 tax 
filing season was to provide uniform hours of service and to offer service 
for 10 hours each work day. 

IRS still does not, however, use most of the management practices that 
other telephone service organizations we contacted commonly use to 
enhance their ability to answer as many ctis as possible. As discussed in 
chapter 3, the organizations we contacted exercised sufficient authority 
over their telephone operations to provide service to as many callers as 
possible. For example, they established (1) challenging goals for the 
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number of calls to be answered based on customers’ needs, (2) standards 
for the number of hours employees were expected to spend answering 
calls and the hours of service that would be provided, and (3) uniform 
measures of call sites’ performance. Although IRS has established goals for 
the number of calls to be answered, it has not established other operating 
standards or uniform performance measures even though it operates call 
sites throughout the country. 

IRS’ Experience in As part of the telephone assistance program, IRS assistors answer tax law 

Improving Accuracy 
questions called in by taxpayers. IRS struggled for several years with a 
serious problem in the accuracy of these answers. Finally, in 1990, IRS’ top 

Illustrates Benefits of management focused its attention on the accuracy problem, with the 

Strong Central result that accuracy increased from 63 percent in 1989 to 89 percent in 

Authority in Building 
1993. IRS’ effort to improve accuracy provides a model of effective use of 
central authority for dealing with a problem, not by detailed control of 

Nationwide Program local operations, but by establishing goals, setting standards for operations 
and measurement, and holding line managers accountable for results. 

IFS’ effort to improve accuracy was characterized by strong central 
leadership, nationwide standards for achieving improvement and 
measuring it, and accountability for results at alI managerial levels. The 
crucial actions IRS took are outlined below. 

. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue made improving accuracy a 
nationwide goal and vigorously supported actions to achieve that goal. 

l IRS developed a standard method to be used by all call sites for guiding 
assistors in answering taxpayers’ calls. The method required assistors to 
ask taxpayers a series of questions to make certain that the assistor fully 
understood the taxpayers’ questions. 

l IRS developed a standard method for measuring whether a question was 
answered accurately. For scoring purposes, this method took into account 
whether the assistor took the time to make certain that he or she 
understood the taxpayer’s question before trying to answer it. 

l IRS included an element for improving accuracy in the performance 
contracts of its senior executives at aU three IRS organizational levels. For 
example, District Directors, the executives directly responsible for the 
individual call sites, had specific accuracy goals in their performance 
expectations. 

As noted above, these steps produced major improvement in the accuracy 
of IRS’ assistors’ answers to tax law questions. Notably, this effort involved 
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aggressive exercise of National Office authority to set and monitor goals, 
standards, and performance and to provide support. It did not, however, 
include any significant organizational change or entail National Office 
management of day-today call site operations. We believe a similar 
approach could contribute to assistors’ ability to answer more taxpayers’ 
calls. 

Unlike the private sector organizations’* that we contacted, many 
employees of IRS’ telephone assistance program are covered by a 
negotiated union agreement. Under the terms of this agreement with NTEU, 

various practices that affect IRS’ telephone assistance program must be 
negotiated between the two parties. According to both IRS’ National Office 
officials and an NTEU representative, it is IRS’ responsibility to establish 
policy, but the union has the right to negotiate how policy will be 
implemented at the local bargaining unit level. For example, IRS sets the 
hours for call sites to operate, but the scheduled hours for individual 
assistors to work are subject to negotiation at the local level. 

Which practices must be negotiated locally and which can be negotiated at 
the national level have not always been clear, according to IRS officials. 
The reason for this is that IRS has not had a strategy or plan for what issues 
should be dealt with on a nationwide basis and which can be dealt with 
locally. The presumed necessity of negotiating at each call site is a factor 
that has slowed IRS’ efforts to take steps to increase the number of calls it 
answers. We believe that IRS and NTEU can build on their new partnership 
arrangement to implement nationwide the kind of management practices 
other organizations commonly used that will increase IRS’ ability to answer 
taxpayers’ cabs. 

IRS Has Lacked a Strategy IRS has not had a strategy or plan of action for ensuring that nationwide 
for Nationwide Negotiation call site operating practices are dealt with in an organized, coordinated, 

and coherent way. In making even minor changes in work force schedules, 
IRS has had to take into account the potential need to negotiate with union 
officials at each call site. For example, in 1991 the Taxpayer Services 
Division considered routing calls during lunch time to sites in other time 
zones to increase service to taxpayers. Sites where calls were to be routed 
would no longer take staggered lunches; all assistors at a site would go to 
lunch at the same time. Taxpayer Services Division asked the call sites to 

“Many of SSA’s telephone a&stance program employees are members of a union. 
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comment about the feasibility of diverting calls from their sites during 
lunch, 

Of the 14 call sites that responded, 8 indicated the change would require 
discussion with the union IRS did not discuss this issue with the union 
because the Taxpayer Services Division never completed its analysis of 
how traffic would need to be routed. 

The example discussed in the first section of this chapter about IRS’ 
unsuccessful efforts to establish standard hours for call site operations 
also illustrates IRS’ lack of a strategy for identifying issues that need to be 
dealt with on the national, rather than the local, level. The Taxpayer 
Services Division asked the call sites to provide input on the Division’s 
plan to expand standard hours of service nationwide during the 1994 filing 
season. The Division would have expanded service by routing calls to 
different sites in other time zones and extending the hours of some call 
sites. 

IRS’ seven regions commented that expanding the hours could raise union 
concerns, especially if two shifts were expected at some call sites. One 
region wrote that changing hours was a costly issue due to NTEU 

negotiations. Another region wrote that changing hours “has significant 
labor relations implications,” and that if a uniform agreement could not be 
reached at the national level, local negotiations could take a long time. The 
plan was not implemented for the 1994 filing season. Rather than pursue 
changing local call site hours, the Taxpayer Services Division looked at the 
number of call sites with later hours, but it found that too few sites were 
open late enough to handle rerouted traffic. 

For the I995 tiling season, IRS has begun to offer expanded hours of 
service. The expanded service is being provided by routing calls among 
the call sites, together with short increases in the time several call sites are 
open. For example, the three call sites in the Southeast Region now 
provide 10 hours of service. Taxpayer Services officials at the National 
Office told us that they had discussed the need for expanded hours with 
NTEIJ'S national office officials. NTEU decided that the specifics of how the 
changes were to be implemented should be worked out with IRS officials at 
the local level rather than at the national level. National Office officials 
told us there were no serious problems in getting this done. 

Taxpayer Services officials at the National Office told us they expected 
regional offices to extend hours at the call sites for the 1995 filing season 
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because the National Office was more forceful in its efforts to change 
hours than it had been in previous attempts. Providing an increase in the 
hours telephone assistance is available is a worthwhile accomplishment, 
and we commend IRS for achieving this. However, the time it took 
illustrates the need for IRS’ top management to assert itself and to develop 
a way to work toward agreement on more than one change at a time with 
NTEW. 

In May 1994, as a result of a long-term effort, IRS and NTEU agreed to a 
partnership arrangement designed to give the union a stronger role in IRS’ 
organizational and policy issues. Working in the context of this 
partnership, in August 1994, IRS and NTEU signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding related to implementing the Customer Service Vision, 
including the telephone assistance program. Unfortunately, the 
Memorandum does not deal with the issues discussed in this report. The 
Memorandum could, however, provide a readily available framework for 
IRS to use when it begins to work on these issues on a nationwide basis. 

We believe an effective partnership between IRS and NTEU is critical to the 
fulfillment of the Customer Service Vision. In the past, the telephone 
assistance program has been hampered by the need to negotiate issues on 
a site-by-site basis that affect the entire system and, in our opinion, should 
be dealt with on a nationwide basis. The need to negotiate some matters 
locally will continue, and local input can and usually should be obtained in 
connection with negotiating national issues. However, we believe that IRS 

and NTEU could use the framework established by the August 1994 
Memorandum of Understanding to work toward a situation in which IRS 
and NTEU can agree on operating practices and standards for performance 
measurement that would enable IRS to operate a telephone assistance 
program that provides consistent, highquality service to as many 
taxpayers as possible throughout the country. 

For the past several years, Taxpayer Services has asked IFLS and Treasury 
to request additional funds to hire more assistors to answer more taxpayer 
calls. These requests have not been included in the budget that went to 
Congress; consequently, additional funding has not been provided. The 
additional funds would have allowed IRS to answer more calls than it now 
does but not nearly all of the calls it receives. While funding for additional 
staff was not received, IRS received funds to continue to plan for and buy 
upgraded telephone equipment for call sites. IRS is looking to the Customer 
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Service Vision and the changes it will bring about to enable IRS to answer 
more taxpayers’ calls. 

For fiscal year 1994, Taxpayer Services asked for 649 additional Full Time 
Equivalents (WS) to answer about 4 million more calls in 1994. IRS 
reduced the request to 356 ms, but Treasury denied it. For fiscal year 
1995, Taxpayer Services asked for 236 additional ms to answer about 
1 million more calls over the 1994 level. ins agreed with the request, but 
Treasury denied it, IRS officials told us that in both years the requests for 
additional funds were denied because other needs, such as efforts to 
improve compliance, were judged to have higher priority in preparing 
Treasury’s portion of the President’s budget. Meanwhile, there were about 
156 million calls for telephone assistance in fiscal year 1994. IRS expects 
even more calls during fiscal year 1995. 

For fiscal year 1996, Treasury included in its budget submission to 
Congress a request to fund a 226 m increase in taxpayer service assistors. 
Although the increase in assistors, if funded, will aid in answering more 
calls, it represents an overall decrease of 193 ms when compared to the 
number of assistors available for fiscal year 1994. Currently, IRS’ budget 
contains funds to answer only 52 percent of the taxpayers who call. 

Taxpayer Services officials told us their strategy is to use resources other 
than staff in trying to improve taxpayers’ access to the telephone 
assistance program. Taxpayer Services officials told us that they intend to 
continue setting annual goals for increasing the number of calls answered, 
based primarily on the installation of new telephone equipment. IRS has 
purchased and installed automated telephone switching equipment at 19 
call sites during the past 2 years IRS has reported productivity 
improvement of about 10 percent at the sites with the new equipment, in 
part because the equipment frees some assistors from answering and 
routing calls manually. IRS plans similar purchases for the remaining call 
sites over the next few years and is working to develop more ways for 
taxpayers to get answers to their questions on the telephone 
automatically, without speaking to an assistor. IRS hopes to eventually 
handle as much as 45 percent of its total call workload in this way. 

Conclusions IRS’ telephone assistance program operates in 27 different sites around the 
country, but it does not yet operate as a fully integrated nationwide 
program. Operating practices vary among the 27 call sites. Each site has a 
great deal of autonomy to set its own standards and measures. This is 
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illustrated by the 19 different combinations of operating hours among the 
call sites we surveyed, although this problem has been corrected. More 
importantly, IRS top management has not exercised its authority to 
establish and enforce policies necessary to create an integrated, 
nationwide telephone assistance program that can efficiently use the 
resources available to answer as many taxpayers’ calls as possible. The 
lack of uniform systemwide policies and the tendency for IRS and NTEU to 
negotiate call site practices at the local level have resulted in call site 
autonomy to a degree that we believe is incompatible with the kind of 
sophisticated telephone assistance system IRS envisions for the future. 

These problems must, be overcome if IRS is to improve the service it 
provides taxpayers during the transition to its Customer Service Vision 
and if IRS is to achieve its vision of improved customer service. The 
Customer Service Vision calls for a telephone assistance system that is 
integrated nationwide, in which an assistor located anywhere in the 
country will answer calls from anywhere else in the country. Such a 
system would match those that other telephone assistance organizations’ 
customers enjoy today and should provide the American taxpayer with 
better service. 

To improve taxpayers’ access to the telephone assistance system, we 
believe that IRS could draw upon its experience in improving the accuracy 
of assistors’ answers to tax law questions. That effort, characterized by 
strong top management support, challenging nationwide goals, clear-cut 
performance measures, and accountability from top to bottom, has 
resulted in major improvement in accuracy test scores. We see no reason 
why IRS cannot apply the same management principles to increasing the 
number of taxpayer calls that IRS answers. 

IRS’ National Office will have to exercise its authority to establish and 
enforce the policies necessary to build an effective nationwide telephone 
assistance program. A critical part of this effort will be to take advantage 
of its partnership with NTEU to develop a way to agree on nationwide 
operating practices and performance measurement standards that would 
enable IRS to answer as many calls as possible. Answering more calls now 
and in the future also requires that IRS make better use of the information 
technology it has today. 

IRS officials directly responsible for the telephone assistance program have 
requested additional funding for staff in recent years, but those requests 
have not been approved by senior IRS or Treasury Department officials 
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because those officials placed higher priority on other needs. While it is 
clear that more funds would enable IRS to provide more service, we also 
believe that better management of existing resources will enable IRS to 
answer more calls than it now does. Consequently, our recommendations 
are focused on maximizing service with existing resources. 

Recommendations We recommend that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue direct the 
Chief, Taxpayer Services, in coordination with other appropriate IRS 
officials, to lead an aggressive effort to (I) identify and define the 
appropriate telephone assistance program operating practices for IRS that 

would allow it to optimize the number of calls it can answer within current 
budget constraints and (2) work with the Ieadership of NTEU to reach 
agreement on implementing those practices on a nationwide basis. Those 
practices should include, although not be limited to, the following: 

l challenging program goals for increasing the number of calls answered 
that are based, at least in part, on taxpayers’ needs; 

l standards for the amount of time assistors should be available to answer 
taxpayers’ calls; 

. hours of operation that offer taxpayers greater opportunity to reach IRS 
assistors; and 

. uniform reporting definitions for the number of calls answered and other 
performance measures. 

We also recommend that the Commissioner of Internal Revenue direct the 
Chief, Taxpayer Services, to quickly take the steps necessary to effectively 
route taxpayers’ calls nationwide using real-time information. These steps 
may include a combination of (1) acquiring technology for real-time traffic 
monitoring and management, (2) utilizing the routing capability of IRS’ 
telecommunications vendor, and (3) fully implementing the features of IRS’ 
existing call routing technology. 

Agency Comments 
and Our Evaluation 

IRS’ Assistant Commissioner for Taxpayer Services provided written 
comments on a draft of this report in a February 24,1995, memorandum. 
The Assistant Commissioner’s memorandum is included as appendix I. We 
also met with senior Taxpayer Services officials on February 16 and 23, 
1995, to obtain oral comments from them on the draft report. The 
Assistant Commissioner attended the February 23 meeting. We have 
incorporated comments from the meetings and the Assistant 
Commissioner’s memorandum in this report where appropriate. Our 
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evaluation of IRS’ comments focuses on the Assistant Commissioner’s 
memorandum since it and the oral comments provided by IRS offkials 
were generally consistent. 

We present our evaluation of IRs’ comments in two sections. The first 
section addresses what we believe to be the most significant of IRS’ 
specific comments. The second section discusses our interpretation of the 
overall message of IRS’ comments and compares IRS’ and GAO’S differing 
perspectives on the problem of answering more taxpayers’ calls, 

Evaluation of IRS’ Specific The Assistant Commissioner’s written comments said that our draft report 
Comments did not present a balanced view of IRS’ telephone assistance program 

because it did not recognize many steps IRS had already taken that were 
consistent with industry best practices. The Assistant Commissioner’s 
memorandum included a list of such practices. The Assistant 
Commissioner also said that our report did not focus on IRS’ new approach 
to improving service to the public-IRS’ Customer Service I&ion-and 
assess whether 1~s was moving far enough soon enough to accomplish that 
Vision. And, the Assistant Commissioner said that while IRS agreed that our 
recommendations would help in improving current processes, she 
believed the draft report emphasized systems and procedures that are 
already being replaced as part of IRS’ effort to achieve its Customer Service 
Vision. 

To address IRS officials’ concern that our draft report did not present a 
balanced view of actions that had been taken, we added information 
provided by IRS to update our discussions of some of the steps IRS had 
taken. However, as discussed below, we are not convinced that some of 
the practices cited by IRS are operating in a way that is consistent with 
industry best practices. And, IRS has not yet put in place many of the 
practices we found to be commonly used by the organizations we 
contacted. 

We agree that the practices and other activities cited in the Assistant 
Commissioner’s memorandum demonstrate improvement in IRS’ capability 
to serve taxpayers and progress toward implementing its Customer 
Service Vision. A comparison of the practices and technology IRS uses in 
the telephone assistance program today with the practices and technology 
it used just a few years ago shows that IRS has made substantial progress. 
However, such a comparison also shows that IRS remains behind the 
organizations we contacted in its use of such practices and technology. 
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For example, in fiscal year 1995, for the first time, IRS said it is providing 
taxpayers with 10 hours a day of access to its telephone assistors, 
compared with the traditional 8 hours offered for many years. The added 
hours of service give taxpayers a better chance of getting their questions 
answered, but SSA provides 12 hours per day of access to an assistor and 
the four private companies we contacted routinely provide access to a 
customer service representative 24 hours a day. 

A similar comparison of IRS’ use of technology to route calls today 
compared with a few years ago shows that IRS has made considerable 
progress in this area also but remains behind the other organizations we 
contacted, even though IRS said it had implemented best practices 
identified in other organizations. From essentially no capability to route 
calls a few years ago, IRS now can route calls anywhere in the country, but 
it does so using a cumbersome and slow process, thus limiting the 
efficiency-and benefit to taxpayer-f a centrally controlled, real-time 
routing system. Again, SSA and three of the four private companies we 
contacted have centrally controlled real-time routing systems that allow 
them to instantly route calls to locations where customer service 
representatives are available. 

Similar comparisons could be made with most of the other items cited in 
the Assistant Commissioner’s memorandum. In addition, the items cited 
do not include (1) the use of more challenging goals for answering calls, 
(2) setting standards for the amount of time assistors should be on the 
telephone, and (3) establishing uniform performance measures for 
systemwide use because IRS has not yet put such practices in place. 

The Assistant Commissioner’s comment that our draft report did not 
include an assessment of IRS’ progress toward its Customer Service Vision 
is correct, as that was not the purpose of this study. The Assistant 
Commissioner’s third point-that our report focused too much on current 
practices-also is related to the purpose of our study in contrast with the 
thrust of IRS’ comments. That is, MS comments emphasize its plans for and 
progress toward achieving its Customer Service Vision. 

The purpose of our study was to identify steps IRS could take that might 
enable it to answer more taxpayers’ calls with its existing staff in the 
period between now and 2001, the current target for completing the many 
changes called for by the Vision. The current level of service, as well as the 
many changes that must take place before the Customer Service Vision is 
realized, demands that IRS maximize the number of calls it can answer now 
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while pursuing its Customer Service Vision. Thus, we focused on IRS’ 
current practices rather than its plans, although we recognized that any 
actions we recommended needed to be compatible with the Customer 
Service Vision. Accordingly, our study included collecting information 
about ES’ goals for its Customer Service Vision and the steps planned for 
implementing it. That information is included in our report, but IRS’ plans 
for or progress toward implementing its Vision were not the focus of our 
work. 

Evaluation of IRS’ 
Comments in Terms of 
Differences Between IRS 
and GAO in Dealing With 
the Accessibility Issue 

The difference between IRS and GAO in dealing with the accessibility issue 
is primarily one of timing, based on differing perceptions of the problem. 
IRS sees the solution to the accessibility problem through the 
implementation of its Customer Service Vision, a complex and lengthy 
process, currently planned for fuU implementation in 2001. We believe the 
problem needs aggressive action immediately. 

Taken as a whole, as we understand them, IRS’ comments indicate that 
achieving the goals of its Customer Service Vision will solve the 
accessibility problem. Therefore, as noted above, the comments 
emphasize the steps taken toward implementing the Vision. Although not 
mentioned in the written comments, a principal goal for the Vision is, with 
minor exceptions, to provide access to the telephone system for 
100 percent of the callers Thus, if that goal is achieved the problem would 
in fact be solved. 

u3.s’ plan for achieving its Customer Service Vision goal of 100-percent 
access to the telephone system includes developing and installing new 
information technology, moving thousands of IRS’ employees from their 
current jobs and training them to be telephone assistors, and shifting 
much work now done by correspondence to the telephone. Achieving the 
lOO-percent goal is also dependent on the success of yet-to-be-acquired 
information technology and major changes in areas of IRS work other than 
customer service. The plan to achieve this and the other Customer Service 
Vision goals necessarily spans several years. The plan assumes 
incremental improvement in answering calls each year. The current target 
for full implementation is 2001,6 years away. 

We applaud IRS' long-range objectives, but, in our view, the accessibility 
problem needs immediate and aggressive action. In chapter 2, we included 
information based on IRS’ method for estimating the “level of service” it 
provides to taxpayers through the telephone assistance program For fiscal 
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year 1994, IRS estimated that 67 million taxpayers called for assistance and 
about 36 million of those calls were answered, an assistance rate of 54 
percent. To the extent IRS estimates are accurate, what that means is that 
approximately 31 million taxpayers who called for assistance did not get it 
because they could not get through to an assistor. Because millions of 
taxpayers who need help are not able to get it, we believe IRS should do 
everything feasible to answer more taxpayers’ calls as soon as it can. 

In the long term, IRS proposes to close the gap between calls received and 
calls answered by implementing its Customer Service Vision. However, 
this vision is not expected to be fully operational until 2001. While we 
agree that the Customer Service Vision should help IRS answer more citus, 
we believe that implementing our recommendations could help IRS answer 
more calls in the short run as well as put IRS in a better position to 
implement its Vision. 

In our meetings with IRS senior officials, they noted that their efforts to 
answer more cak had been constrained by staff limitations. In fact, they 
said that the number of assistors had declined over the past few years. The 
IRS officials pointed out that funds available for fiscal year 1995 would 
allow IRS to assist only 52 percent of the taxpayers they expected would 
call throughout the year, 

We recognized the issue of funding for assistors in our draft report, 
pointing out that although Taxpayer Services had requested additional 
funding for fiscal years 1994 and 1995, IRS and Treasury decided not to 
include the requests in the President’s Budget. A modest increase in 
funding for assistors is included in the President’s Budget for fiscal year 
1996. However, if Congress decides to provide the increased funding, it 
will leave IRS with almost 200 fewer assistors than were available in Fiscal 
Year 1994. 

IRS offkiak told us that their long-term strategy was to use 
technology-primarily in the form of developing more ways for taxpayers 
to get answers for themselves through automated systems-in lieu of more 
assistors. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVlCE 

WASHLNGTON, D.C. 20226 
February 24, 1995 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, TAX POLICY AND ADHINIST 
ISSUES, U. S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING 

PROR: 

SUBJECT: GAO Report - Telephone Assistance 

The GAO report on Telephone Assistance is not a balanced 
reflection of the service being delivered. The report fails to 
acknowledge that IRS, in being responsive to GAO's 1991 
testimony, reanginenred its business practices and systems which 
resulted in our concepts of operation for Customer Service (CS) 
and a blueprint for getting us to the business vision. In 
designing our future service, IRS visited best in class private 
companies and public agencies in 1992 and incorporated world 
class service technology and techniques into our new business 
vision. We have moved past planning for change into the 
prototype and roll out phases. Rather than focusing on whether 
our new approach to improving service to the public is well 
founded or whether we are moving far enough soon enough, this 
report dwells on current systems and procedures that we are 
already replacing. 

While we agree that your recommendations will help us 
improve today's process, we feel we have done a number of things 
consistent with industry best practices. These activities have 
allowed us to maximize the use of available resources. For 
example, we: 

. replaced antiquated automatic call distributors 
with state-of-the-art equipment; 

. maximized use of automated routing features to 
allow callers to self-direct to specific areas and 
increase access: 

. established a networked telecommunication systsn which 
allows us to transfer calls around the country: 

. expanded hours of service from eight to ten 
hours a day: 

. established two prototype Customer Service sites to 
test and determine the most effective methods of 
delivering customer service. 

l Implemented Customer Service sites at three 
service centers: 

. introduced on-line account information on a nationwide 
basis; 

. completed a top-to-bottom review of our use 
of the Aspect ACD equipment and implemented 
best practices nationwide; 

I 

L 

I 
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Director, Tax Policy and Administrative Issues 

. established an oversight board to review, 
administer and implement best practices for 
Aspect ACD sites: 

. changed our management approach to treat 
telephone assistance as a corporate asset and 
developed nationwide workload and funding 
plans. 

. began a work system design effort for 
Customer Service jointly with WTEU: 

. partnered with NTEU in all improvement efforts - L/3 of 
all process team membership is selected by NTEU; and 

. began piloting messaging capabilities to 
allow callers to record their inquiries for a 
response. 

We recognize that there are additional improvements we can 
and should make to these processes, such as continued expansion 
of hours of service to 16-20 per weekday and 8 hours on weekends 
and development of on-line traffic data for transferring calls. 
However, we believe that we are well on our way to move our 
telephone system to current best practice standards. We also 
agree that the successful GAO/IRS model which precipitated our 
significant advances in the quality area should be used to 
improve telephone operations+ As with our quality effort, we 
believe the first action required is to develop a new standard to 
measure the service we are providing. 

While we have always measured demand and have established 
goals in the past, our measures and standards have primarily been 
internally focused on processes rather than on the customer. In 
1994, we embarked on an initiative with Treasury and GAO to 
develop a measure and standard that would focus on customer 
access to our service. We tested the system last year and began 
measuring customer access nationwide January 1, 1995. As a 
result, the measure we put in place this year gives us the 
ability to measure customer access in terms of two elements: 

1) the percentage of individual callers who 
gained access: and 

2) the number of attempts made by successful 
callers who accessed the system. 

We believe this will position us to marshal1 our existing 
resources to respond to and level customer demand more 
efficiently and determine our budgetary requirements. 
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Director, Tax Policy and Administrative Issues 

To move this large organization forward to our business 
vision, we felt it was necessary to have a well-developed plan 
that linked current operations to our future and divided down 
actions into manageable phases. As outlined in our Business 
Waster Plan, we have established clear expectations on increases 
in service by adding 1.3 million more calls in FY 1995 and FY 
1996 and on expanding hours of service to meet the needs of our 
customers. 

We understand that it is not enough to modernize our 
information systems and business systems without updating the 
organization's managerial approaches and 40-ysar old structure. 
In 1994, we restructured Headquarters and Regional Office 
organizations to support customer service operations. Layers of 
management and positions were reduced and redirected to field 
service, compliance and enforcement positions. We appointed 
Warie Hedeck as the Executive for Taxpayer Services Transition. 
Her charge is to identify and implement the change requirements 
that will migrate our current TPS operaticn to the Customer 
Service Business Vision. An executive position (Regional Chief 
Customer Service) at each regional level has been reshaped to 
deliver the Taxpayer Service Proqram workload as a corporate 
entity and assist with the implementation of Customer Service. 
We also began efforts to consolidate the 44 geographic locations 
where we had 70 phone and correspondence operations into 23 
Customer Service sites. The combination of organizational 
streamlining, business change and state-of-the-art technology 
will move us from a paper-based, labor-intensive system to a more 
responsive customer service operation. 

In suamaq, we agree that there is more to be done 
concerning taxpayer access to IRS. We also agree, as you stated 
in earlier testimony, that we must implement the TSM improvements 
we have worked so hard to plan, develop and pilot, New 
technoloqy will not be introduced without making improvements in 
underlying business processes. We recognize that upgrading 
information systems alone is not the answer to meeting current 
and future challenges. consequently, we have rethought the 
fundamental way we carry out our mission. We are not only 
redesigning business systems but are also reconfiguring our 
organization to take full advantage of modern technology. 
Taxpayers are already benefitting from the combination of new 
business approaches and applied technology, for example, 
increased access and more complete responses due to call routing 
ability and availability of account information. 
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Director, Tax Policy and Administrative IOSUeS 

We also believe that it is important to update our current 
system each year to deliver quality service while we are naking 
our future a reality in customer Sarvico. To eftectively 
capitalize on our business vision, we recognize that a thoughtful 
deliberate, planned approach is required in order to blend and 
reengineer work from across our organization. Granted, we want 
to move mare at our work to the telephonsm. However, it take8 
time for such significant change and sotie customers will prefer 
to use other forma of access such as walk-in assistance, 
correspondence or our volunteer programs. 

We will continue ta support voluntary compliance by 
assisting as aany customer5 as possible at the least cost with a8 
little taxpayer burden a8 possible. 

- 
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U.S. General Accounting Office 

Survey of IRS Call Sites 

INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. General Accounting Offke (GAO), an agency of Congress, is studying how IRS manages its call 
site operations. We are collecting data from all IRS call sites. The purpose of this questionnaire is to 
obtain an overview of your site’s current and planned operations, and your views about potential operational 
changes that could better serve taxpayers. 

Please feel free to draw upon the expertise of those individuals in your organization who are familiar with 
different aspects of your calI site operations. For questions that you do not have exact data, please provide 
us with your best estimates. For reporting purposes, we anticipate that your responses will be combined 
with the responses of other sites and we may use examples that identify call sites in our final report. If you 
have any questions, please call Lorelei Hill at (404) 679-1921. 

To facilitate our analysis, please fax the completed questionnaire to Lorelei Hill at (404) 679-1819 within 
five days of receipt. Your timely response will help reduce follow-up efforts. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Please enter the following information in case we need to clarify a response. 

Name of person completing questionnaire: 

Title: 

Telephone Number: () 
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1. GENERAL 

I. On average, how many ~rmanent, term, seasonal or other types of assistom answered taxpayer &Is at 
your site in fiscal year 1993, periods I through III and fiscal year 1994, period I? (Enter numbers. 
If necessary, provide your best estimate.) 

Term as&tots 

Seasonal assistors n = 31 c-130,28 

Supplemental staff fromother 
I 

n=29 0,O 
IRS functions 

Other staff, such as clerical, 
who may handle voi= messages 
Please specify type(s): 

-Other-n = 23 0-41 

-Other-n = 6 

Period II 

a269,m 

6-157, 66 

n=30 O-20,6 

(F28.3 

0 - 410,98 

I 
Period III Period I 

b262,lOZ 6 -265,101 

-L 041 WO, 1 

I?-300,6-l 0220,48 

2. On avenue, how many permanent, term, seasonal, or other types of assistors are planned to answer calls 
for Period II and Period III in fiscal year 19!M? (Enter numbers. If necessary provide your best 
estimate. ) 

range, mean I Period II I Period III 

a257.102 

o-90,19 

Z-12553 

b255,98 

O-45, 4 

crll5,31 

Planned supplemental staff from other 
IRS functions 

Plans for any other staff, such as 
clerical, who may handle voice messages 
Please specify type(s): 

-Other 

-Other 

n = 30 O-20,6 

n = 25 O-17,2 

n=6 O-383,90 

n=25 O-4,1 

n=6 O-275,60 
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3. a. For the first period in fiscal year 1994 what were the m total staff hours for Taxpayer Service for 
your site and the u total staff hours used to answer taxpayer calls. 

b. For periods II and III in fiscal year 1994, what are your pmiected total staff hours for Taxpayer 
Service for your site and your proiected total staff hours to be used to answer taxpayer calls. 
(Enter numbers. Please refer to your RMIS report.) 

FYW94 

range, mean Period I Period II Period III 
(Actual) (Projected) (Projected) 

n=31 15,x4- n = 31 ZO,Zlb n = 30 23,240 - 
Total staff hours 236,435, 113,639 371,774, 173,967 348,049, 159,995 

Total staff hours used to n = 31 2,866- ” = 31 7,710, n = 30 7,163- 
answer taxpayer calls 192,740, 37,273 251,990,79,217 232,290,58,276 
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4. In fiscal year 1993, what was the maximum number of circuitry lines installed (both local and 800) and how many 
were used, on average, for period I through III? (Enter numbers. If necessary, provide your best estimate.) 

FY 1993 - Period I FY 1993 - Period II FY 1993 - Period III 

range, mean Maximum Used on Maximum used 0” Maximum UsedOn 
installed average installed average installed average 

L.ocal lines n = 31 7-160, 41 7-80, 27 7-l 60, 49 7-145, 45 7-160, 40 7-90.29 

800 lines n = 31 C-306,132 @MO, 85 u-402, 138 0402,130 IMOZ, 138 O-325,94 

5. For fiscal year 1994, what was the maximum number of available lines installed (both local and EM)) and how 
many were used, on average, in period I? Also. what are the projected numbers for Periods II and III? (Enmr 
numbers.) 

FY 1994 - Period I FY 1994 - Period II FY 1994 - Period III 
(Actual) (Proj=W (Project@ 

range, mean Maximum used on Maximum Avemge Maximum Average 
installed average installed usage installed uwe 

Local lines n = 31 7-154, 41 7-&I,26 9-156,49 9-140, 44 9-156,110 7-75,29 

800 lines n = 31 O-402.144 O-325,94 O-m4156 0450,142 0450, 153 0-35O.m 

6. What was the reported average talk time (in minutes) for all assistors for periods I, Il. and III in fiscal year 1993? 
(Do p& include Teletax or VRU time.) (Enter numbers. rf necessary, provide your besr estimate.i 

range, mean Period I Period II I Period III 

Assistor average talk time 
in FY 1993 n = 31 

2.40-l 1 .OO, 2.20- 11.00, 
5.51 4.85 

Minutes Minutes 

2.4c!-11.00, 
5.77 

Minutes 
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Il. OPERATIONS 

7. At the current time, which of the following automated services are operational at your site? (Ckk all IM 

apply.) 
” = 31 

22 I. 0 Tektax through an Automatic Cal1 Distributor 

29 2.0 Teletax through the Teletax number 

10 3. Cl Voice Messages (Taxpayers can leave a message) 

13 4. Cl Informational messages for taxpayers on specific topics, for example W-2’s 

18 5.0 Taxpayer self-routing of calls through a Voice Response Unit 

10 6.0 Other - Please describe: 

8. Does your site provide informational messages to callers covering the following types of information? (Check one 
box in each row.) 

n = 31 

to wait on hold before an assistor will be 

times during the day when 

e times during the day to make a 
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Results of Questionnaire 

The following questions refer to your site’s operating hours. Please read questions 9 through 12 before responding. 

9. For fiscal year 1994, what are the standaml days and hours your site is physically open and your as~istors aIp 
answering taxpayers’ calls during filing season and non-tiling season? (Enter hours ofopemlion.) 

n = 31 

P 

Filine Season (Period II) 
Hours to Answer Calls 

Non-Filim Season (Period I & III) 
Hours to Answer Calls 

I 
Monday. . Earliest -7:30- a.m. to -4:oO- p.m, Monday . . . . . -7:&L a.m. to -4:a- p.m. 

Latest 830 am to 6:OO 8:30 am to 5:35 pm 

Pm 

Tuesday . . -7:30- a.m. to -4:OO- p.m. TueSday . . . . I . -i’30- km. to -4:m- P.m. 

8% am to 6:oo 8:45 an-It0 5:35pm 

Pm 

wdn~&y , . . -7:30- a.m. 10 -4:oO- p.m. Wednesday . . . , , . -7X- a.m. 10 -4:W p.m 

9mamto 6:oopm 9:cKlamto5:35pm 

Thursday . . . I -7:3o-~i1. LO-4:cop.m. Thut-~&y . . . . . . . -7:N-a.m. to-4:IXp.m 

!Wlamto 6~00 pm %Oamto5:35pm 

Friday . . . . . . . , -7:30- a.m. to-4:00-p.m. Friday . . . . -7:3Q a.m. to-4:00-p-61 

8:3OlUllt06:00pIIl I 9:oo am to 5:35 pm I 

Saturday . . . -9:00- a.m. to -l:oO- p.m. Saturday . . . . -m- a.m. to --- p.m. 

Cl=2 93Oamto2:M)pm 

10. Do your assistors come in and do work before and/or after the hours you indicated in question 9? (Check one.) 

n = 31 

4 I.0 No 

27 2. q Yes ----> Please describe: 

11. Does your site offer extended hours of service to taxpayers (i.e., hours of service m the hours you indicated 

in question IO)‘? For example, extra hours offered on a periodic basis. (Ckck one.) 

” = 31 
30 I. 0 Yes ----> (Conlinue with Question 12.) 

1 2. 0 No ----> (Skip to Question 16.) 

1 

- - 
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12. Please describe these extended Itours (i.e.. f imes of day, days of week, months of year). 

13. Am the types of services available during extended hours the same as during standard business hours or are fewer 
or mare services available during extended hours? (Check one.) 
n=30 

13 I. 0 The site offers the same services during 
extended hours as during standard hours. ------> (Skip tkr Quesrion 1.5.) 

17 2.0 The site offers fewer services during extended hours. ------> (Conlinue lvilh Qncstin 14.) 

0 3. Cl The site offers m  services during extended hours. ------> (Continue with QuesLion 14.) 

14. What services are offered during extended hours? (Check all rkrr apply.) 
n = 17 

6 1.0 The site has a limited number of assistors available to answer calls. 

8 2. q The site has automated equipment that em answer selected types of calls after hours. 

10 3. El The site routes calls to another call site after hours. 

8 4. III The site does not have access to IDES to make on-line account-related adjustments. 

3 5.0 Other-PleaSedescribe: 
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15. Would it be feasible for your site to offer more extended hours than it currently does? (Check one.) 
l l=30 

16 1,a No ---> Please describe the reason(s): 

14 2.0 Yes -+ What services would you potentially offer during these expanded extended hours? 

10 I. 0 The site would have a limited number of assistors available to answer calls. 

10 2.0 The site would have automated equipment that can answer selected types of 
calls after hours. 

6 3. El The site would route catIs to another call site. after hours. 

4 4. cl other - Please describe: 

16. If your site currently does not offer extended hours beyond standard hours, could it offer them in the future? 
(Ckck one.} 
II=30 

24 I. 0 Not applicabt, we already offer extended hours 

3 2. U Yea, we muld offer extended hours 

3 3.0 No, we cannot offer extended hours ---z State reason(s) why your site cannot offer 
extended hours 
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Results of Questionnaire 

17. Does your site record the number of after-hours (i.e., after standard business hours and after extended hours) calls 
received? (Check one.) 
n = 31 

16 1.0 Yes ----> Please provide the average weekly number of 
calls received after-hours during tiling season and 
non-filing season for FY 1993 and thus far for FY 1994. (Enter n~&rs.) 

15 2. Cl No -----> Could you provide an estimate of the average weekly number of calIs received 
after-hours during filing season and non-filing season for FY 1993 and 
thus far for FY 1994? (Check one.) 

6 1.0 No 

9 2. 0 Yes -------> Please provide the estimate: 
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18. Currently, are your calls routinely routed to other call sites? (Check one.) 
” = 31 

4 1.0 No 

27 2.0 Yes ----z Why are the calls routed to other call sites? (Check all hat apply.) 

13 I. 0 They are routinely routed to other sites to lessen overflow of calls to our site 
20 2.0 They are muted to other sites so that our assistors can hold training sessions 

2 3.0 They are routed to cover different t ime zones 

3 4.0 They are routed for test purposes 

19 5.0 They are muted for other -ns - please specify: 

Please describe the frequency or the schedule that calls arc routed fi other call sites: 

19. Currently, &es your site routinely receive calls routed from other call sites? (Check one.) 
n = 31 

5 1.0 No 

26 2.0 Yes ---a In what situations are calls received by your site? (Check all that apply.) 

17 1.0 They are received routinely to lessen overtlow from other sites 

25 2. 0 They arc received from other sites so that their assistors can 
hold training sessions 

5 3.0 They are received from other sites to cover different t ime zones 

2 4. q They are received from other sites for test purposes 

14 5. Cl They are received by us for other reasons - Please specify: 

Please describe the frequency or the schedule that calls are routed from other 
call sites: 
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20. Would it be feasible for scme of your site’s assistors to routinely start work earlier or end work later than they are 
currently doing? (Chxk one.) 
n = 31 

19 I. Cl Yes ---> Please describe any obstacles to doing this: 

10 2. Cl No ---> State the reasons why: 

2 3. D Don’t know 

21. Would it be feasible for some of your site’s assistors to routinely work on weekends throughout the year? (Check 
OW.) 
” = 31 

16 1. Cl Yes ---> Please describe any obstacles to doing this: 

12 2.D No ---> State the reasons why: 

3 3.0 Don’t know 

22. Currently, do permanent assistors have flexible work schedules, such as staggered start times or work different 
days of the week other than Monday through Friday? 
n = 31 

27 f. 0 Yes ---> Please state the different schedules assistors work: 

4 2. Cl No 
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23. Some sites have guidehnes to manage their systems and/or for assistors who answer either account calls, technical 
calls, and/or procedural calls. These guidelines could be used to monitor your systems or suggest when an anx 
needs closer management aaention. 

a. Please indicate whether or not your site has the following guidelines for aazount calls, and, if it does, please 
provide the information indicated below. 

Yea No 
Guidelines for account calts (1) (2) 

a. SC1 number of boan tbst 20 11 uya-w 
asdora arc expected to be 
signed onto the system 

b. Perceat of sign-on time 11 20 
assiston should spend uya-> 
wrapping-up a previous call 

t. Pcrctnt of total assisbr time 0 31 
that should be spcnl working lryi%-> 
w&en inventory 

d. Percent of ti as&or time 1 30 
that should be .apcnl working u yea -0 
mice mcass~cs (call backs) 

I I 

f. Otbe4 guideliaes - Specify: 

PItasa pratidt: 

For assistora with t3 hour, 9 hour, or other 
fqxci$yJ workdays: 
see tk?Iaw 
-*- Hours out of an -& hrlmin work day 
-*- Hours out of sa & hrlmin work day 
- Hours out of an __ ltr/min work day 
- Hours out of an - hr/min work day 
- Hours out of M - hr/min work day 
I_ Hours out of an - hrhnin work day 

t 
Percent of time - Pczenl 

I 
# 
Pcrant of time: --t 

n 
Perceat of time: ___ Percent 

# 
Maximum perceat of time: - percent 

Specify standard: 

Specify standard: 

a) l n=m n = 12 
HISof I lHRS HRSOF9HRS 

5.5 - 1 6.5 - 1 
6.5 - 3 7.0 - 1 
6.75-l 7.25 - 1 
7.0 - 10 75-2 
7.25-2 8.0 - 6 
7.3- 1 8.25 - I 
7.5 - 2 

(Some respondents answered for both 8 and 9 hours) 

t Too few respondents to report results; data may be misleading 
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23.b. Please indicate whether or not your site has the following guidelines for technical calls, and, if it 
does, please provide the information indicated below. 

Guidetines for technical calls 

x. Set number of hours that 
assistomareexpectcdtobe 
signed onto the system 
n = 31 

b. Percent of sign-on t ime 
assiutcm should soend 
wrapping-up a prtvioua call 

c. Percent of total us&or t ime 
that should be spent working 
written inventorv 

Jxe 
have 

nu site 
i&line? 

I Pkr pmvide: I 
For aaaiuora with 8 hour, 9 hoor. or other 
(qwcify) workdsya: 
see below 
-*-Hours out of an g hrhnin irk dry 
-*- Hours out of an x hr/min work day 
- Hours out of an - hr/min work day 
- Hours out of an - Mmin work day 
- Hours out of an - hdmin work day 
- Hours out of an - hr/min wok day 

# 
Percent of time: --t 

n 
Rrcmt of time: - lkcmt 

I d. FWcent of total assistor l ime 
that 8hwld be apent WCfkhg 
voice me-ea backs) 

Cl ( 

e. Maximum percent of total 
as&or t ime that adsistonr 
should be available to take the 
next call 

%  
Maximum percent of time: -pclceot 

2 4 
1 

Jfyw-> 

al l n =W n = 12 
HRSof8HRS HRSOF9HRS 
5.5 - 1 65-1 
6.5 - 4 7.25-2 
6.75 - 1 7.5 - 2 
7.0 - 9 8.0 - 5 
7.25 - 3 8.25 - 1 
7.3 - 1 8.30 - 1 
7.5 - 1 

(Some respondents answered for both 8 and 9 hours) 

# Too few respondents to report results; data may be misleading. 

Specify standard: 

Specify stand& 
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23.~. Please indicate whether or not your site has the following guidelines for procedural calls, and, if it 
does, please provide the information indicated below. 

r 1 Does : 
have S  

Yes 
II) 

B  site 
leline? 

ZY 

10 

Pkuse provide: 
Guidclincs for pmccdursJ calls 

20 For sssistoa with 8 hour. 9 hour, or other 
(spec~$v) workdays: 
see Below 
-*- Hours out of an J- brtmin work day 
-*- Hours out of rm A  hr/min work day 
- Hours out of an - brlmin work day 
- Hours out of sn - hr/min work day 
- Hours out of an __ hr/min work day 

s. Set number of hours that 
sssistots arc expected to bc 
signed onto me system 

tl=30 

II y4 -9 

ups-> 

Ifyes-> 

u yes --> 

u yes -> 

u ya --a 

uya-> 

__ Hours out of an - br/min work day 

b. Pcrccnt of sign-on t ime 
sssistors sboutd spend 
wrapping-up a previous call 

n = 31 

12 

0 

19 x 
Pcrccnt of time: _c Percent 

c. Pcrccnt of total sssistor t ime 
m&t should bc spent working 
written inventory 

31 # 
Percent of time: - Pcrcctu 

31 # 
Percent of time: - Pacent 

d. Percent of total assistor t ime 
that should be spent working 
voice mcssagcs (call backs) 

22 # 
Maximum percent of time: - Percent 

t. Maximum percent of total 
sssistor t ime that assiston 
should be available to take the 
next call 

f. Otbcr guidelines - Specify: Specify standard: 

n = 12 

g. Other guidelines - Specify: Specify standard: 

n=7 

4 ‘n = 19 n = 10 
HRSofBHRS WRSOF9HRS 
5.5 - 1 6.5 - 1 
6.5 - 3 7.25 - 2 
6.75 - 1 7.5 - 1 
7.0 - 9 8.0 - 5 
7.25 - 3 8.25 - 1 
7.3 - 1 
8.0 - 1 (Some respondents answered for both 8 and 9 hours) 

#Too few respondents replied to report results; data may be misleading. 

2.4. How does your site monitor how well your assistors are doing in meeting these guidelines? 
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25. In general, looking at the guidelines that your site has, to what extent, if at all, are these guidelines 
helpful in managing your site? @wck one.) 
n = 22 

6 1. t3 To a very great extent 
6 2.0 To a great extent 
8 3. CI To a moderate extent 
2 4.0 To sorue extent 
0 5. D To little or no extent 

If you checked box 4 or 5, please explain why the guidelines are not helpM in managing your site. 

26. At your call site do assistors attend branch/gate/group meetings? (C&c& one.) 
n = 31 
01.D No 

3120 Yes --> Are these meetings regularly scheduled? 

0 1.0 No -z= Please describe in general terms how often these meetings 
are sclleduled: 

31 2. D Yes --> Please indicate the awage number of hours these meetings take place. 

During Fii Season 
(Check one.) 

0 I.13 L.essthmI/2holu 

10 2. q l/2 hour to ICSS &an 1 hour 
16 3. U I hour to less than I Ii2 hours 
5 4.D I lLLhwrtolessthan2hours 
0 5.0 2 hoursormorc 

During Non-Filing Season 
(Check one.) 

1 1. El L-m than l/2 hour 
13 2.0 l/2 hour to less than I hour 
12 3.0 1 hourmlesPthrn I W2houra 
5 4.0 I I/2 hour m  1~ thati 2 hours 
0 5.n Zi-loumormore 
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27. Do as&tom rtrend any other type of meetings W  are not regularly scheduled? (Cluck one.) 
n f 31 

4 I.0 No 

w 2.0 Yes --> Ptease describe these meetings and indicate how often and how tong they typically 
MC: 

28, Typically, how 0fbx1 and how long an3 assiston given for read-time m? {Check all rt 
tltat apply. J 
n = 31 range, mean l&30,16.75 

13 1.0 Assiskxs are given read-time ~~erv day for I l l i t lUtCS 

&60,37.5 
11 2. Cl Assistors are given read-time v a week for minutes. 

12 3. Cl Other - Ptease describe - atso include the kngth of the read-time 

29. T)pkalty. how often and how tong a~ rrsirtoro given for mad-ttm Jlurln~ non ftttt~~ seaso - n? (Check 
ali tw rrpply..) 
n = 31 ran& mean 15-60,17*65 

11 1.0 Assistors pn given read-time overv &y for mif lUtCS 

3&&l, 35.45 
to 2, Cl Ausisbxs are given ~&time m  fa minutes. 

14 3.0 Other + Please de&be - also indude the length of the nzict-tim 
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30. From your RMIS report, on average, each week, how many hours did assistors report as excused time 
during filing season and non-filing season in fiscal year 1993? (Chrck one boxfor each season.) 
n = 31 

During Filing Season 

21 1. 0 Less than 1 hour 
5 2. 0 1 to less than 2 hours 
2 3. 0 2 to less than 4 hours 
o 4. q 4 to less than 6 hours 
0 5. Cl 6 to less than 8 hours 
3 6.0 8 hours or more 

During Non-Filing !kason 

15 I.0 Lessthan 1 hour 
11 2. II 1 to less than 2 hours 
1 3. U 2 to less than 4 hours 
1 4. Cl 4 to less than 6 hours 
0 5. 0 6 to less than 8 hours 
3 6.U 8hoursormme 

31. In the last two years has your site initiated or participated in any special projects or studies that 
modified the site’s hours of operation or methods of handling taxpayer calls to increase the number of 
calls answered? (Check one.) 
n = 31 

11 1. q No 

20 2. Cl Yes ---> Please describe these projects or studies and their results. 
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32. If you have any comments about any topic covered in this questionnaire. or wish to comment about 
another issue related to telephone assistance, please use the space provided below. 



Appendix III 

1994 Accessibility Rates by Call Site 

Call Site 
Puerto Rico 

Des Moines 
Richmond 

Milwaukee -----_-.----___-_ ._______ 

Access 
Rate 

Percentage 
47 

34 
34 

33 

Omaha 

Buffalo 32 

Newarka 32 

St. Paul 30 

Baltimore 29 

St. Louis 29 

Oakland 29 

Honolulua 27 

Denver 26 

Indianapolis 26 

Detroit 25 

Chicago 24 

Cincinnati 24 

Phoenix 23 

Cleveland 23 

Pittsburgh 22 

Houston 22 

Brooklyn” 21 

Dallas 
Philadelohia 

20 
20 

Boston 20 

Nashville 20 

Seattle 19 
Portland 19 

Atlanta 18 
El Mantea 18 

Jacksonville 17 

Anchoraaea 15 

I 

BThese call sites were closed in 1994. 

Source: Telephone Data Report. 
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I 
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